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Abstract

A review of the various global (or hemispheric) millennial temperature reconstructions was carried out.
Unlike previous reviews, technical analyses presented via internet blogs were considered in addition to the
conventional peer-reviewed literature.

There was a remarkable consistency between all of the reconstructions in identifying three climatically
distinct periods. These consisted of two relatively warm periods - the “Medieval Warm Period” (c. 800-1200
AD) and the “Current Warm Period” (c. 1900 AD on) - and a relatively cool period - the “Little Ice Age”
(c. 1500-1850 AD). Disagreement seems to centre over how the two warm periods compare to each other,
and exactly how cold, and continuous the cool period was.

Unfortunately, many of the assumptions behind the reconstructions have still not been adequately jus-
tified. Also, there are substantial inconsistencies between the different proxy data sources, and between
proxy-based and thermometer-based estimates. Until these issues have been satisfactorily resolved, all of
the current millennial temperature reconstructions should be treated with considerable caution.
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1 Introduction1

In recent decades, there has been considerable in-2

terest in trying to accurately quantify how globally-3

averaged surface temperatures have changed over the4

last millennium or so.5

Some groups, e.g., the University of East An-6

glia’s Climate Research Unit (CRU)[A1, A2] have7

attempted to estimate global surface temperature8

changes from thermometer records at various weather9

stations across the globe. Such analyses have sug-10

gested an almost continuous “global warming” trend11

since at least the late 19th century. However, these12

estimates only stretch back to the mid-to-late 19th13

century, as there are only a few longer thermometer14

records (mostly European).15

∗Corresponding author: ronanconnolly@yahoo.ie. Website:
http://globalwarmingsolved.com

In the absence of direct temperature measure- 16

ments before the 19th century, researchers have at- 17

tempted to estimate past temperatures using “tem- 18

perature proxies”. A temperature proxy is any mea- 19

surable, temperature-dependent occurrence or pro- 20

cess which can be dated (either exactly or approx- 21

imately). Many different temperature proxies have 22

been used, from Japanese records of the dates when 23

cherry blossom trees bloom[A3] to changes in pollen 24

species in lake or peat bog sediments[A4]. 25

By calibrating temperature proxies to local ther- 26

mometer records in the period for which they over- 27

lap, estimates of long-term temperature trends for the 28

region can be made. These estimates of local temper- 29

ature trends can then be combined with other esti- 30

mates from different locations around the world to 31

construct hemispheric or global estimates for the last 32

millennium[A5–A31]. 33

The studies considered here predominantly rely on 34

just a few types of proxy. The most frequently used 35

have been: 36

1. Tree-rings (either widths or maximum density 37

thicknesses) 38

2. Isotopic analyses of various depositional 39

substances, e.g., speleothems (i.e., stalac- 40

tites/stalagmites/etc.), ice cores and lake 41
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sediments42

Some proxies have an annual resolution, e.g., tree43

rings, while others are less precise and can only be44

used for studying changes on time-scales of tens (or45

even hundreds) of years, e.g., sea sediment cores. The46

higher resolution proxies are usually favoured. But,47

as the proxies are generally used for estimating long-48

term trends, the low resolution proxies are also use-49

ful[A17, A24, A32–A34].50

Early proxy studies, e.g., Lamb, 1965[A5] sug-51

gested that over the last millennium, global temper-52

atures varied substantially on ten to hundred year53

time-scales. It was thought that sometime between54

c. 800-1200 A.D., there was a “Medieval Warm Pe-55

riod”[A5], while sometime between 1500-1850 A.D.,56

there was a cold period known as the “Little Ice57

Age”[A35]. In this view, we have recently entered an-58

other warm period[A36], which we will call the “Cur-59

rent Warm Period”.60

In the late 1990s, a few studies suggested that61

the Current Warm Period was substantially warmer62

than the Medieval Warm Period, and that recent63

temperatures were unprecedented in the last millen-64

nium[A9–A12]. A 1999 study by Mann, Bradley &65

Hughes, which extended a 1998 study (sometimes66

called “MBH99”[A11] and “MBH98”[A10] respec-67

tively, after the author initials and year of the studies)68

was particularly striking.69

The Mann et al. studies (Figure 1) suggested that70

global temperatures had shown little variability over71

most of the last millennium, other than a gradual72

cooling from the Medieval Warm Period to the Little73

Ice Age, but that at the start of the 20th century,74

temperatures had begun to rise dramatically[A11].75

The study’s graph of northern hemisphere temper-76

atures of the last millennium became known as the77

“hockey stick graph”, due to its similarity in shape78

to an ice hockey stick[B1], and henceforth we will re-79

fer to the Mann et al., 1998 and Mann et al., 199980

studies collectively as “the hockey stick study”.81

This iconic image had a very powerful political and82

social impact as it appeared to vindicate the theory83

that much of the 20th century global warming sug-84

gested by the thermometer-based estimates was due85

to “man-made global warming”. This is a theory86

which suggests that increasing atmospheric carbon87

dioxide (CO2) concentrations from fossil fuel usage is88

leading to unnatural global warming.89

Before the hockey stick study, critics of the man-90

made global warming theory argued that if the Me-91

dieval Warm Period had occurred naturally then92

Figure 1: The Mann et al., 1999 proxy-based estimates
of the temperature trends of the last millennium, rela-
tive to the 1902-1980 mean, commonly referred to as
“the hockey stick graph”. Data taken from World Data
Center for Paleoclimatology. Solid black line is the 31
year running mean. Red lines show a schematic outline
of an ice hockey stick.

there was no reason to assume the recent global 93

warming was related to CO2[A37, A38]. Meanwhile, 94

many supporters of the theory agreed that much of 95

the global warming of the Current Warm Period was 96

“natural global warming” but argued that man-made 97

global warming would dominate over natural trends 98

in the future, if CO2 concentrations continued to in- 99

crease[A39]. 100

The hockey stick study initially appeared to dis- 101

credit both arguments as it implied that the recent 102

global warming was unprecedented in the last millen- 103

nium, and seemed to be correlated with the increases 104

in CO2 since the Industrial Revolution. The hockey 105

stick graph featured prominently in both scientific re- 106

ports[A40] and popular public presentations[B2], and 107

generated considerable scientific and public concern 108

over atmospheric CO2 concentrations. 109

However, since then, a number of flaws in the 110

hockey stick study have been highlighted[A37–A39, 111

A41–A48]. In addition, many subsequent studies 112

have suggested considerably more temperature vari- 113

ability over the last millennium[A13, A14, A17, A21, 114

A24], even from the authors of the hockey stick 115

study[A22]. 116

This topic has become highly contentious. On one 117

side of the debate, some contend that the hockey stick 118

study is non-scientific and politically motivated[B3, 119

B4], while on the other side, some contend that crit- 120
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icism of the hockey stick study is non-scientific and121

politically motivated[B2, B5]. In this review, we will122

try to present the arguments from both sides.123

A considerable amount of relevant analysis has oc-124

curred on “non peer-reviewed” internet weblogs (or125

“blogs”). However, this analysis has been overlooked126

in the “peer-reviewed” forums, including recent liter-127

ature reviews[A34, A49, A50]. For many researchers,128

this may be due to an unawareness of the analyses,129

but in some cases it appears to be due to a belief130

that “non peer-reviewed” analyses have no relevance.131

This is unfortunate as the merit of an idea or ar-132

gument does not depend on its source. Hence, we133

will consider analysis from both forums - references134

from peer-reviewed sources are denoted with the pre-135

fix “A”, and non peer-reviewed sources with the pre-136

fix “B”.137

Some blogs have been critical of the hockey stick138

study, e.g., Climate Audit, The Air Vent, Bishop Hill,139

or Watts Up With That?. Some have defended the140

hockey stick study, e.g., Real Climate, Skeptical Sci-141

ence, or Open Mind. Others have tried to avoid a par-142

tisan approach, e.g., Climate Etc., Die Klimazwiebel,143

The Blackboard, or Collide-a-Scape.144

In Section 2, the proxy-based temperature esti-145

mates are compared to the thermometer-based es-146

timates which are used for calibrating the proxies.147

In Section 3, we will discuss some of the problems148

involved with the proxies used in the studies. In Sec-149

tion 4, the specific criticisms of Mann et al.’s hockey150

stick study are reviewed. In Section 5, the different151

proxy-based temperature estimates are compared to152

each other. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are of-153

fered on what the current scientific information tells154

us and does not tell us, and how future investigation155

should be approached.156

2 Comparison between proxies157

and thermometer records158

2.1 Proxy assumptions159

Unlike thermometer measurements, temperature160

proxies only give indirect estimates of temperature,161

at best. Palaeoclimatologists hope that, by calibrat-162

ing the proxies with actual thermometer records, the163

proxies can provide a reasonable approximation of164

temperature trends. However, as the thermometer165

records are not available outside of the calibration166

period, their accuracy cannot be directly tested. Fur-167

thermore, in calibrating (or training) the proxies,168

some of the following problematic assumptions are 169

often made: 170

1. The thermometer-based data used for calibra- 171

tion is assumed to be accurate and reliable. 172

2. Proxy records which have been identified by a 173

researcher as a “temperature proxy” are assumed 174

to contain a strong temperature signal. 175

3. Assumption of “uniformitarianism”, i.e., the cur- 176

rent relationship between local temperatures and 177

proxy values existed for the entire proxy record. 178

4. The relationship between local temperatures and 179

proxy values is assumed to be linear. 180

Unfortunately, all of the above assumptions are 181

problematic: 182

• In a series of companion papers, we show that 183

there are a number of serious biases which 184

have not been adequately handled in current 185

thermometer-based estimates[B6–B9]. 186

• Proxy records are supposed to be chosen on the 187

basis that they contain a temperature signal. 188

However, the rationale and justification for this 189

basis is not always given. In some cases, the re- 190

searcher may merely have selected proxies which 191

they believe are likely to contain some temper- 192

ature signal. Therefore, some records which are 193

nominally “temperature proxies” might not have 194

any actual temperature signal. 195

• Many temperature proxies could have non-linear 196

temperature responses[A51]. This is particularly 197

problematic if temperatures before the calibra- 198

tion period are believed to have been substan- 199

tially cooler or warmer than temperatures in the 200

calibration period, as the proxy might not be ad- 201

equately “trained”[A46–A48]. 202

• If temperature is considered the “limiting factor” 203

for a given proxy, e.g., tree ring growth, then if 204

another factor (precipitation, sunlight, nutrients, 205

etc.) became the limiting factor at some stage 206

over the proxy record, the temperature relation- 207

ship would have ceased. 208

• It is quite likely that the “noise” in the 209

proxy record varies over time[A52], therefore the 210

signal-to-noise ratio would similarly vary. This 211

is of particular concern if the noise in the cali- 212

bration period is substantially smaller or larger 213

than at other stages[A53]. 214
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Given the problems with the above assumptions,215

it is difficult to assess the reliability of the individual216

proxy records, let alone that of the global tempera-217

ture estimates which use them. A number of different218

methods have been used to make such assessments.219

Some groups favour assessing and selecting proxies220

on theoretical grounds before the records are com-221

pared to the calibration data[A34].222

Some groups assume that proxies which show the223

best correlation to the local thermometer records224

during the calibration period are the most reliable.225

While this might näıvely appear sensible, it is actu-226

ally an unjustified assumption, since it is quite likely227

that the temperature signal of each proxy varied sub-228

stantially over the duration of the record.229

Groups taking this approach then discard[A18,230

A22] or underweight[A19] proxy series which show231

a poor match. This may lead to over-fitting prob-232

lems[A54].233

Some groups withhold some of their calibration234

data for verification purposes[A10, A22]. E.g., for235

the hockey stick study, Mann et al. only used the236

thermometer-based data for 1902-1980 for calibra-237

tion, and withheld the 1854-1901 data to test the238

reliability of their estimates. They did this by com-239

paring their proxy-based estimates of temperatures240

for 1854-1901 to the thermometer-based estimates1.241

If a reasonable correlation existed, then it might give242

them some confidence that their temperature esti-243

mate had some reliability. However, as we will dis-244

cuss in Section 4.4, McIntyre & McKitrick[A44, A45]245

argue that the hockey stick study failed these tests.246

None of the above methods are entirely satisfac-247

tory, although the first method offers the advantage248

of not relying on the proxy behaviour in the calibra-249

tion period being constant for the entire proxy record.250

Perhaps inter-proxy comparisons would offer a use-251

ful additional method. However, as will be discussed252

in Section 3.4, current proxy series often differ sub-253

stantially in their trends and variability[A32], so this254

might not be a simple matter.255

2.2 Problems with the overlap period256

A common mistake made when considering the cur-257

rent proxy-based temperature studies is to directly258

1They actually constructed their estimate in a number of
different “steps”. For each step, they constructed a separate
estimate which only used proxies with data in that step - see
Section 3.2. All estimates were tested for verification using
the 1854-1901 data, but only the data for that estimate’s step
(e.g., 1450-1400) was included in the final hockey stick graph.

compare the proxy-based temperature estimates in 259

the pre-instrumental period to the thermometer-based 260

temperature estimates for the instrumental period. 261

This can lead an unwary researcher into drawing con- 262

clusions which are unwarranted by the proxy-based 263

estimates. 264

There are at least three major reasons why such 265

comparisons should be avoided: 266

1. If the thermometer-based estimates are used for 267

calibrating the proxies to temperature, then the 268

calibration data can only be used for “train- 269

ing” the proxy-based estimates. If there are fea- 270

tures of the calibration data that the estimates 271

are unable to reproduce, then there is no rea- 272

son to assume it would perform better outside 273

of the training period. A serious danger with 274

this training process which is often overlooked 275

is that the proxy-based temperature estimates 276

may then be affected by the “over-fitting” prob- 277

lem[A54]. This can be particularly problematic 278

for estimates which rely on the apparent fit of 279

a proxy to the training data for determining its 280

“reliability”[B10–B12]. For example, the Mann 281

et al., 2008[A22] approach yields different esti- 282

mates depending on which calibration period is 283

used - see Figure S10 of the supplementary in- 284

formation on Mann’s website[B13]. 285

2. Thermometer measurements are typically both 286

physically and statistically different from the 287

proxy measurements (e.g., tree ring widths, iso- 288

topic variations of an ice core), so a direct com- 289

parison between them should not be treated with 290

any more seriousness than Sandford, 1995[B14]’s 291

satirical “comparison” between apples and or- 292

anges. One approach that is sometimes taken 293

to improve the statistical similarity of the prox- 294

ies and the thermometer readings is to scale the 295

proxy measurements so that both data sets have 296

a similar variance (i.e., the inter-annual fluctua- 297

tions are of a similar magnitude). However, it 298

should be remembered that this does not im- 299

prove the signal-to-noise ratio of the proxy mea- 300

surements2. 301

3. In general, the various proxy-based temperature 302

estimates are only partially able to reproduce 303

the trends and/or inter-annual variability of the 304

2A somewhat outdated, but still useful, analogy is that of
increasing the volume on a gramophone when listening to an
old scratchy record. The volume of the signal may increase,
but so does the volume of the noise.
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thermometer-based estimates. In particular, de-305

pending on both the proxies used and the period306

to which the estimates are normalised, two fit-307

ting “problems” have been identified as causes308

for concern. In recent decades, many of the prox-309

ies (particularly tree ring widths and densities for310

high northern latitudes) suggest a “divergence311

problem”, in that they fail to show the strong312

warming suggested by the thermometer-based313

estimates, in some cases suggesting a cooling.314

For the early part of the calibration period (19th315

century), many of the estimates have a “con-316

vergence problem”, whereby they show warm-317

ing trends following “the Little Ice Age”, while318

the thermometer-based estimates show a cool-319

ing trend. These two problems will be discussed320

separately in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.321

The thermometer-based estimates of the Current322

Warm Period usually suggest warmer temperatures323

than the proxy-based estimates. As a result, directly324

comparing the thermometer-based estimates of the325

Current Warm Period to the proxy-based estimates of326

the Medieval Warm Period makes the Current Warm327

Period appear more “unusual” than if the proxy-328

based estimates are considered on their own. Re-329

markably, this appears to be the sole basis on which330

the IPCC Working Group 1 made the following state-331

ment in their 2007 Summary for Policymakers:332

“Palaeoclimatic information supports the333

interpretation that the warmth of the last334

half century is unusual in at least the pre-335

vious 1,300 years.” - IPCC, 2007[A55]336

In this article, such comparisons will not be made,337

and as will be seen in Section 5, this leads to more338

equivocal interpretations. But, it is nonetheless in-339

structive to compare the proxy-based estimates to the340

thermometer-based estimates.341

In Sections 2.4 and 2.5, the main discrepancies342

often found between the two sets of estimates will343

be discussed. However, as different proxy-based and344

thermometer-based estimates are constructed using345

different techniques, they need to be rescaled before346

they can be directly compared. In Section 2.3, we347

describe the rescaling approach we adopted for this348

article.349

2.3 Techniques used in this article350

Table 1 lists the 19 proxy-based global or hemispheric351

temperature estimates for the last millennium which352

had been published at the time of writing. However, 353

as archived, many of these estimates are not directly 354

comparable. For this reason, we have applied various 355

analytical techniques to the data before comparison. 356

There are a number of reasons why the original es- 357

timates are not directly comparable, e.g., the differ- 358

ent estimates (i) cover different regions of the globe, 359

(ii) have different standard deviations, (iii) have been 360

scaled to different mean values and (iv) cover different 361

time periods - see Table 1. To deal with these prob- 362

lems, we will take the following crude approaches, but 363

offer some justifications and caveats: 364

• We will consider the various “northern hemi- 365

sphere” and “extra-tropical northern hemi- 366

sphere” (“NH” and “ext-NH” respectively in Ta- 367

ble 1) and “global” estimates to all be equiva- 368

lent. “Arctic” estimates, such as Kaufman et 369

al., 2009[A23] or Hanhijärvi et al., 2013[A30] are 370

not considered here, although they are similar. 371

At first glance, a “global temperature estimate” 372

might seem quite different from an “extra-tropical 373

northern hemisphere temperature estimate”. How- 374

ever, there is actually a considerable overlap between 375

the proxies used in the various studies. All of the 376

estimates have a strong contribution from the extra- 377

tropical northern hemisphere, i.e., the region north 378

of the tropics. In contrast, the southern hemispheric 379

contribution is typically small, and as a result, the 380

nomenclature is somewhat arbitrary. E.g., only 3 of 381

the 18 proxies used in Loehle, 2007[A21]’s “global” 382

estimate are from the southern hemisphere, while 4 383

of the 12 proxies used in Mann et al., 1999[A11]’s 384

“northern hemisphere” estimate are. 385

• All proxy-based estimates are rescaled so that 386

they have the same mean and standard deviation 387

as the CRUTEM3 thermometer-based estimates 388

in the common period of overlap (1850-1935). 389

We should point out that different versions of 390

the thermometer-based estimates were used for con- 391

structing different proxy-based estimates. However, 392

typically, a version of one of the Climate Research 393

Unit’s datasets was used, and the other thermometer- 394

based estimates which have been used are quite sim- 395

ilar. So, we simply used a recent version of the Cli- 396

mate Research Unit’s estimate (CRUTEM3)[A1, A2]. 397
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Proxy-based millennial temperature estimates:
Model name † Period

covered
Region
covered

Season 1850-1935
mean

1850-1935
σ

Jones et al., 1998[A9, A56] 1000-1991 NH(2) Summer -0.35◦C 0.23◦C
Mann et al., 1999[A11] 1000-1980 NH Annual -0.19◦C 0.19◦C
Briffa, 2000[A13, A57] 1-1996 ext-NH Summer 0.12◦C 0.52◦C
Crowley, 2000[A12, A58] 1000-1965 NH Annual -0.04◦C 0.09◦C
Esper et al., 2002[A14, A59, A60] 831-1992 ext-NH Summer 1.07◦C 0.07◦C

Mann & Jones, 2003[A15, A16] 200-1995 NH(2) Annual -0.28◦C 0.07◦C
Moberg et al., 2005[A17, A61] 1-1979 NH Annual -0.23◦C 0.15◦C
D’Arrigo et al., 2006[A18] “RCS” 713-1995 ext-NH Annual -0.41◦C 0.17◦C
Hegerl et al., 2007[A19] “long” 946-1960 ext-NH Annual -0.16◦C 0.14◦C
Juckes et al., 2007[A20] “union” 1000-1980 NH Annual -0.11◦C 0.12◦C
Loehle, 2007[A21, A62] 16-1935 Global Annual -0.08◦C 0.07◦C

Mann et al., 2008[A22] “CPS”(1) 200-1995 NH(2) Annual -0.33◦C 0.13◦C
Ljungqvist, 2010[A24] 1-2000 ext-NH Annual -0.25◦C 0.11◦C
McShane & Wyner, 2011[A25] 1000-1998 NH Annual -0.34◦C 0.11◦C
Christiansen & Ljungqvist, 2011[A26] 1000-1975 ext-NH Annual -0.46◦C 0.44◦C
Christiansen & Ljungqvist, 2012[A27] 0-1973 ext-NH Annual -0.50◦C 0.48◦C
Shi et al., 2013[A28] “PC10+AR2” 1000-1998 NH Annual -0.32◦C 0.09◦C
Shi et al., 2013[A28] “CPS” 1000-1998 NH Annual -0.37◦C 0.18◦C
Shi et al., 2013[A28] “EIV” 1000-1998 NH Annual -0.34◦C 0.13◦C
Thermometer-based estimate:

CRUTEM3[A1, A2] 1850-now NH(2) Monthly -0.33◦C 0.22◦C
Central Europe[A52, A63] 1760-2007 C. Eur. Monthly -0.71◦C 0.65◦C

Table 1: Means and standard deviations (σ) over the common period 1850-1935 of the various proxy-based
millennial temperature estimates and two thermometer-based estimates. Data taken from World Data Center
for Paleoclimatology, except Briffa, 2000 (Climate Research Unit); Juckes et al., 2007 (Climate Audit website);
Loehle, 2007 (National Council for Air and Stream Improvement); McShane & Wyner, 2011 (Article supplementary
materials) and CRUTEM3 weather station-based temperature estimate taken from Climate Research Unit.
† The updated versions of Mann & Jones, 2003[A15] (Jones & Mann, 2004[A16]) and Loehle, 2007[A21] (Loehle
& McCullach, 2008[A62]) were used. But, the original version of Esper et al., 2002[A14] (as the Frank et al.,
2007[A59, A60] estimates were unarchived) was used.
(1) Mann et al., 2008[A22] did not archive their post-1850 “EIV” estimate.
(2) Global and/or southern hemisphere estimates were also available.
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Rescaling the proxy-based estimates to the same398

mean and variance allows us to directly compare399

them to each other. However, it also introduces sta-400

tistical artefacts which can be misleading.401

For instance, rescaling different estimates to have402

the same mean over a specific period, misleadingly403

implies greater agreement during that period (1850-404

1935 in our case) and disagreement outside that pe-405

riod[A64].406

Also, rescaling different estimates to have the same407

variance (standard deviation) over a specific period,408

can be particularly problematic if that period was one409

with unusually high or low variability. For example,410

in Figure 2 of Briffa et al., 2000[A13], it can be seen411

that the period which was chosen for normalisation412

(1601-1974) was one with unusually low variability413

for the Tasmania chronology.414

It should also be noted that some estimates were415

constructed with methods which were not “scale-416

invariant”[B15]. As a result, they may lose some of417

their meaning by rescaling.418

• For comparison purposes, estimates will be419

“smoothed” before plotting by using a 31-year420

running mean.421

This is merely for visual clarity. It should be re-422

membered that all “smoothing” processes remove in-423

formation, and there is no guarantee that this infor-424

mation is all “noise”. Sometimes, unwary researchers425

may be misled by the apparent clarity of smoothed426

data into thinking that it has a higher “signal-to-427

noise” ratio. This is not necessarily the case[B16].428

Running means can artificially introduce apparent429

“trends” which may not exist.430

The various proxy-based and thermometer-based431

estimates (the archived, the rescaled and the432

smoothed versions) used in this article are included433

in the Supplementary Information.434

2.4 The “divergence problem”435

Instead of showing the almost continuous warming436

trends of the thermometer-based global temperature437

estimates[A1], many tree ring proxies suggest there438

was cooling in the second half of the 20th century439

(at least until the 1980s, when most of the tree440

rings were collected). This divergence between the441

thermometer-based estimates and the tree ring-based442

estimates has come to be known as the “divergence443

problem”[A65–A67][B17].444

Jacoby & D’Arrigo, 1995[A68] first noted this for445

several samples of trees in Alaska, but Briffa et al.,446

1998a & b[A69, A70] found the same phenomenon 447

across much of the Northern Hemisphere. They 448

suggested that it was mostly confined to the more 449

northerly regions. 450

Figure 2: Comparison of several proxy-based millen-
nial temperature estimates to the thermometer-based
CRUTEM3 estimate for the 20th century[A1, A2]. All
plots are the 31 year running means of the archived
data, rescaled following the procedure described in Sec-
tion 2.3.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that this diver- 451

gence also exists between many of the proxy-based 452

estimates and the thermometer-based estimates, al- 453

though only 11 of the 19 proxy-based estimates actu- 454

ally consider temperatures after 1980 (see Table 1), 455

and the Loehle, 2007 estimate finishes in 1935[A21, 456

A62]. Many of the proxy-based estimates3 reach a 457

20th century peak in the 1940s or 50s, and then show 458

cooling until they finish. Indeed, the Moberg et al., 459

2005[A17] estimate actually has its peak 20th cen- 460

tury temperatures in the 1920s, although tempera- 461

tures in the 1940s and 1950s are still relatively warm. 462

In contrast, although the CRUTEM3 thermometer- 463

based estimates show a slight cooling in the 1950s 464

and 1960s, they suggest an almost continuous warm- 465

ing from the start of the 20th century. 466

As it is the post-1950s warming suggested by the 467

thermometer-based estimates which is alleged to be 468

due to “man-made global warming”[A55], the fact 469

that it is not replicated by the proxy-based estimates 470

is significant4. It raises the possibility that either (i) 471

there are problems with the thermometer-based es- 472

timates, or (ii) proxy-based estimates are somehow 473

3See Supplementary Information for a graph of all 19
(smoothed) estimates in the period 1750-2000.

4Although, a few of the estimates do show some late-20th
century warming - see Supplementary Information.
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unable to detect the recent warming. If the latter474

applies, then it is possible that the same could have475

happened during previous warming periods, e.g., dur-476

ing the Medieval Warm Period.477

We argue elsewhere[B6–B9] that the apparent478

strong warming trends in the thermometer-based es-479

timates of recent decades were mistakenly biased480

warm. Instead, we suggest that, since the late 19th481

century, there have been two relatively cool peri-482

ods and two relatively warm periods, with “global483

warming” and “global cooling” between them, i.e.,484

global cooling from the 1950s-1970s has been under-485

estimated, while global warming since the 1980s has486

been overestimated.487

If this is accurate, then the so-called divergence488

problem is not necessarily a proxy “problem”. How-489

ever, as mentioned in Section 2.1, most researchers490

constructing global or regional temperature proxy491

constructions have assumed (either implicitly or ex-492

plicitly) that the thermometer-based temperature es-493

timates are completely reliable. Therefore, they as-494

sume that the apparent divergence is a problem ex-495

clusively with the proxies.496

On this basis, several researchers have even re-497

moved the “diverging” data or replaced it with498

thermometer-based estimates[B18]. One popular jus-499

tification for doing that is that the divergence might500

be just a recent phenomenon, due to some kind501

of human activity[A69, A70] - see D’Arrigo et al,502

2008[A65] for a brief summary of such theories. We503

find it difficult to see why such a speculative, untested504

(possibly untestable) hypothesis should be used as505

the sole basis for discarding a critical portion of the506

proxy-based temperature estimates[B19–B21].507

Regardless, later research has suggested that the508

divergence problem is not as well-defined as originally509

proposed. A number of studies have found that even510

in regions where some trees show divergence, others511

can be found which do not show divergence[A65, A67,512

A71–A73][B21, B22]. These findings have been quite513

divisive in dendroclimatological circles, as can be seen514

by reading the review comments of Wilmking et al.,515

2008[B22].516

From a reanalysis of their earlier work in Esper517

et al., 2002[A14], Cook et al., 2004[A59] agreed with518

Briffa et al.’s suggestion[A69] that the problem was519

real but limited to the more northerly regions. They520

came to this conclusion by dividing the sites used521

in the Esper reconstruction into two halves - north522

and south. The northern half showed a divergence,523

while the southern half did not. However, McIntyre524

pointed out[B20] that the southern half consisted of 525

only 5 sites, and two of those sites were foxtail sites 526

(a problem discussed in Section 3.5.1). Moreover, the 527

chronologies constructed from the two subsets dis- 528

agreed radically over the strength of the Medieval 529

Warm Period, and the two subsets were poorly cor- 530

related to each other, although it seems that they did 531

give reasonable correlation statistics over the specific 532

1200-1950 period Cook et al. chose. 533

More recently, Esper et al., 2010[A74] found that 534

temperature-sensitive trees in Siberia were follow- 535

ing local weather station temperature trends after 536

all. They suggested that the divergence problem 537

may simply have arisen from inappropriate tree ring 538

standardisation approaches, and by not considering 539

the possibility of errors/biases in the weather station 540

records. Interestingly, the local weather station tem- 541

perature trends in Siberia appear to have been quite 542

modest compared to the warming trends of the global 543

weather station-based temperature estimates. 544

2.5 The “convergence problem” 545

Another noteworthy discrepancy between the 546

thermometer-based and proxy-based estimates 547

occurs near the start of the thermometer-based 548

estimates. From Figure 3, it can be seen that most 549

of the proxy-based temperature estimates suggest 550

strong global warming following “the Little Ice Age” 551

during the 19th century. However, the first few years 552

of the global thermometer-based estimates (solid 553

black line) suggest global cooling. 554

While the early portion of the global thermometer- 555

based estimate is too short a period to assess if this 556

is significant or not, there are a few long instrumen- 557

tal records which cover a longer period, e.g., Eng- 558

land[A75, A76], Sweden[A77, A78], Iceland[A35]. A 559

few groups have combined some of these long records 560

together to construct long European temperature 561

estimates, e.g., Dobrovolný et al., 2010[A52, A63]. 562

These longer records (thick red line in Figure 3) sug- 563

gest the apparent “convergence problem” is signifi- 564

cant. 565

For some of the proxy-based estimates, the conver- 566

gence is less pronounced (see Supplementary Informa- 567

tion), e.g., the hockey stick study[A10, A11] or Loehle, 568

2007[A21, A62]. However, it should be noted that 569

some of the proxy-based estimates actually included 570

long European thermometer records as “temperature 571

proxies”[A10, A79], so this may have partially hidden 572

the convergence problem for some of the studies. 573

Some researchers have suggested that inadequate 574
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Figure 3: Comparison of several proxy-based millennial
temperature estimates to the thermometer-based global
CRUTEM3[A1, A2] (thick black line) and Dobrovolný
et al., 2010[A52, A63] “Central Europe” (thick red line)
estimates for the 19th century. All plots are the 31 year
running means of the archived data, rescaled following
the procedure described in Section 2.3.

thermometer exposure of the weather stations in the575

early part of their records led to the recorded mea-576

surements of the long records being too warm[A63,577

A80–A82]. For instance, early measurements were578

often recorded indoors in well-ventilated rooms,579

while later measurements were recorded outdoors in580

specially-designed instrument shelters[A75]. How-581

ever, Dobrovolný et al., 2010[A63] believed that the582

station records from which they constructed their583

Central Europe estimates (the thick red line in Fig-584

ure 3) had been adequately homogenised to account585

for the early exposure bias[A82]5.586

We argue elsewhere[B6–B9] that there are a num-587

ber of serious biases in the thermometer-based esti-588

mates for recent decades, including issues with sta-589

tion exposure[B9]. So, it is plausible that there are590

also biases for the earlier periods. However, as for the591

recent biases, it is a challenging problem to resolve.592

Hence, we should also consider the possibility that593

the proxy-based estimates may have exaggerated the594

apparent coldness of the Little Ice Age.595

As an aside, it seems odd that researchers consid-596

ering the divergence problem (Section 2.4) seem in-597

5They also believed the stations had been homogenised to
account for urbanisation, but the step bias homogenisation
that was used[A83] is often inadequate for dealing with trend
biases, such as urbanisation[B8], so it is likely urbanisation bias
still remains

clined to assume the proxies are at fault, while re- 598

searchers considering the convergence problem seem 599

inclined to assume the thermometer records are at 600

fault. Perhaps we should be more prepared to recog- 601

nise that there may be problems with either or even 602

both of the data sets[A52] (a possibility Frank et al., 603

2007a[A81] do admittedly acknowledge). 604

3 Problems with the proxies 605

In order to properly assess the reliability of the vari- 606

ous proxy-based global temperature estimates, an as- 607

sessment of the individual proxies from which the es- 608

timates are constructed is necessary. Unfortunately, 609

at present, there are a number of problems with many 610

of these proxies. In this section, we will review some 611

of these problems. 612

For example, many of the proxy series are out-of- 613

date (finishing in the early 1980s or earlier), and most 614

of them are too short to allow direct comparisons be- 615

tween the Current Warm Period and the Medieval 616

Warm Period (Section 3.2), one of the main goals of 617

millennial temperature estimates. A major problem 618

in assessing the proxies is that relevant information 619

on the series is often withheld from the scientific com- 620

munity (Section 3.3). Another difficulty is that there 621

is often substantial disagreement between the tem- 622

perature trends suggested by different proxy series, 623

even within the same area (Section 3.4). As a result, 624

the trends of different millennial estimates are often 625

highly sensitive to the choice of proxy series used. For 626

this reason, the common use of two particularly prob- 627

lematic groups of proxies by most of the estimates is 628

of particular concern (Section 3.5). 629

To appreciate the challenges involved in using tem- 630

perature proxies, the reader may find it helpful to first 631

consider how individual proxy series are compiled. To 632

illustrate this process, we will briefly discuss one of 633

the most commonly-used types of proxies as an ex- 634

ample - tree rings. 635

3.1 Case study: Tree rings as proxies 636

Like most plants, the growth of a tree depends on a 637

number of factors: e.g., the age and species of tree; 638

the amount of rain the area receives, i.e., soil mois- 639

ture; nutrient availability; the amount of sunlight 640

during the growing season; the amount of competi- 641

tion from neighbouring trees (for sunlight and/or nu- 642

trients and/or water); temperature during the grow- 643

ing season. Insect infestations and fires can lead to 644
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scars in tree rings.645

If one of these factors is exclusively limiting the646

growth of a particular tree at a particular time, then647

it is plausible that changes in the tree rings from year648

to year can be used as a proxy for changes in that fac-649

tor. This is the reasoning behind their use as temper-650

ature (or similarly precipitation) proxies. However, it651

is important to remember that, just because a tree’s652

growth might at one point be temperature-limited, it653

might not always have been.654

Dendroclimatologists try to maximise the tempera-655

ture (or precipitation) signal by selecting trees which656

should be on average predominantly temperature-657

limited. For instance, trees at high latitudes (subarc-658

tic or “boreal”) or at high altitudes near the tree-line659

(“alpine” after the European Alps), which receive ad-660

equate precipitation, and are sparsely populated may661

be predominantly temperature dependent[A66, A84,662

A85][B23]. On the other hand, trees growing in a663

drought-sensitive region may be precipitation depen-664

dent, while other trees may be limited by competition665

for soil nutrients.666

In order to construct a useful proxy series from667

tree rings, dendroclimatologists extract cores from668

as large a selection of trees (living and/or sub-fossil)669

from a given area as possible. Ideally, more than one670

core is taken per tree. Different cores are then lined-671

up with each other (“cross-dating”) and averaged672

together to construct a regional tree-ring time-line673

(“chronology”), which can then be used as a proxy674

series.675

However, a major difficulty in the construction of676

a chronology is the problem of “standardization”. As677

a tree ages, its growth rate may change. But, since it678

is changes in growth rate which are being used as the679

temperature proxy, it is important to remove those680

age-related trends.681

A number of standardization techniques have been682

developed in an attempt to resolve this problem, but683

removing age-related trends, without also removing684

temperature-related trends, is a difficult challenge.685

So, each technique has its critics and supporters[A18,686

A41, A86–A90][B24–B27].687

Once a chronology is constructed, it can then be688

used to generate the desired proxy series, whether689

it is a proxy for temperature, precipitation or for690

some other factor. Ideally, to create a temperature691

proxy, the tree ring growth is calibrated against the692

local temperature records. But, sometimes, they are693

calibrated directly against regional (or even global)694

thermometer-based temperature estimates.695

There are different possible approaches for calibrat- 696

ing the proxies. A typical engineering approach might 697

be to compile a table of annual ring widths and the 698

mean local temperature for the corresponding year, 699

or perhaps just for the growing season. A simple 700

model (e.g., linear or a polynomial) could then be 701

fitted to the data for the calibration period (“train- 702

ing data”), and the annual ring width values of the 703

chronology could then be converted into modelled 704

temperatures. 705

However, such approaches do not seem to be com- 706

mon amongst the dendroclimatology community. In- 707

stead, for most of the proxy-based estimates reviewed 708

here, proxy records were calibrated by simply rescal- 709

ing the record so that they had the same mean 710

value and standard deviation as the thermometer 711

records over the calibration period, e.g., Briffa et al., 712

2000[A13]. 713

Some groups then calculated the correlation be- 714

tween the calibrated proxy and the thermometer 715

records, and removing (or applying a reduced weight- 716

ing to) the proxies with the lowest correlations, e.g., 717

Mann et al., 2008[A22]. However, this leads to the 718

danger of “over-fitting” - see Babyak, 2004 for an 719

overview of the problem[A54]. 720

The above introduction should provide the reader 721

with sufficient background to appreciate the basic 722

logic behind using tree rings as temperature proxies. 723

Other types of temperature proxies also have their 724

own issues that need to be similarly considered. 725

3.2 Lack of long, up-to-date, proxies 726

One problem which is often unappreciated outside 727

the palaeoclimatology community is the shortage of 728

long temperature proxy series which are available. As 729

a result, many of the same proxy series are re-used 730

in different proxy-based temperature estimates[A41]. 731

This means that different “independent” studies are 732

not as independent as might be first thought. This 733

was particularly problematic for early studies, e.g., 734

Jones et al., 1998 only had 3 millennial proxies for 735

their northern hemisphere estimate and 3 for their 736

southern hemisphere estimate[A9]. Even today, there 737

are still only a few long records [A32]. 738

The hockey stick study[A10] and more recently, 739

Mann et al., 2008[A22] attempted to reduce this 740

problem by constructing their estimates in a step- 741

wise manner, and thereby including large numbers 742

of shorter proxy series. The Mann et al., 1998 part 743

of the hockey stick study divided up their analysis 744

into several steps: 1980-1820, 1820-1800, 1800-1780, 745
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1780-1760, 1760-1750, 1750-1730, 1730-1700, 1700-746

1600, 1600-1500, 1500-1450 and 1450-1400[A91]. The747

Mann et al., 1999 part of the hockey stick study then748

extended the 1980-1400 estimates with an additional749

1400-1000 step[A11]. When estimating temperatures750

for each step, all the series that had data for that751

step were included. Hence, Mann et al., 1998 es-752

timated 1980-1820 temperatures using the complete753

selection of series (159), but only 22 series for estimat-754

ing 1450-1400 temperatures[A91]. For the 1400-1000755

extension[A11], they only used 12.756

In effect, Mann et al. created several differ-757

ent “mini-reconstructions”, each only spanning a758

few decades or centuries (depending on the step).759

These mini-reconstructions were then stitched to-760

gether to create a much longer reconstruction of 600761

years[A10], 1000 years[A11] or longer[A22]. Although762

this might initially appear a useful way of incorporat-763

ing more information into the estimates, it actually764

leads to a less informative estimate. This is because765

direct comparisons are only meaningful for temper-766

atures within a given step. For instance, while the767

temperature estimate for 1400 could be directly com-768

pared to the one for in 1450, it could not be directly769

compared to the one for 1460, since the 1460 tem-770

perature was estimated from a statistically different771

proxy network.772

This approach also led to problems when proxy se-773

ries in one step were replaced with different series.774

For example, Mann et al., 1998 had used bristle-775

cone/foxtail tree ring proxies which were believed to776

be affected by non-climatic effects (Section 3.5.1). To777

address this concern, Mann et al., 1999 decided to778

apply an ad hoc adjustment (Section 4.1) to a se-779

ries based on those proxies in their 1000-1400 ex-780

tension[A11]. However, since they only applied the781

adjustment to the new step, the series was different782

when used for the 1000-1400 step than for the 1400-783

1980 steps. This substantially altered the apparent784

millennial temperature trends[B28].785

By relaxing their requirements over what consti-786

tutes a “temperature proxy”, Mann et al., 2008[A22]787

dramatically increased the number of proxies consid-788

ered to 1209 (although only 59 extended back to 1000789

A.D.). After this relaxation, they discarded those790

proxies (∼ 40%) which showed very poor correla-791

tion to the thermometer-based data. Näıvely, this792

might have seemed reasonable. However, it resulted793

in severe over-fitting problems, meaning that their794

estimates were only of limited value for describing795

temperatures outside of their “training period”, i.e.,796

before 1850 A.D. 797

Another problem with the currently-used proxies is 798

that many of them are quite out of date, e.g., finish- 799

ing in the 1970s or 1980s[B29]. As it is since the 1980s 800

that temperatures are alleged to have become un- 801

precedented due to man-made global warming[A10, 802

A11], this is quite a serious short-coming. Mann 803

has argued that this is because updating proxies is a 804

costly, and labour-intensive activity[B30]. However, 805

this seems to be an exaggeration[B29], as, in response, 806

McIntyre was able to update one of the controversial 807

Graybill bristlecone chronologies (discussed in Sec- 808

tions 3.5.1 and 4) critical for the hockey stick study 809

while on a holiday visit to his sister[B31]. 810

3.3 Lack of information 811

Often the authors of proxy-based studies provide lit- 812

tle or no discussion of why they used certain prox- 813

ies, why they discarded others, why they might have 814

chosen an old version of a series in preference to 815

more recent updates, or the basis for any adjust- 816

ments/standardisations they may have applied to 817

particular series[B32]. This means other researchers 818

often have to do their own analysis with limited in- 819

formation[B33]. 820

Also, researchers often appear surprisingly re- 821

luctant to archive the proxies and/or code they 822

used[B34]. In the case of proxies, this is not always 823

entirely the fault of the researchers. Unfortunately, 824

within the dendrochronology/dendroclimatology 825

community, there is a significant amount of “grey 826

data”[B35]. The owners of this data do not want to 827

make it public, but often allow researchers to use it, 828

on the provision they do not pass it on, e.g., some 829

of the proxies used by Esper et al., 2002[B36] or 830

Moberg et al., 2005[B37]. This obviously hampers 831

the abilities of those researchers to archive all of 832

their data. 833

Without having access to the data from which a 834

study was derived, it can be very difficult to conclu- 835

sively assess the study. Hence, unresolved discrepan- 836

cies between different studies cannot be satisfactorily 837

resolved[B38]. For this reason, perhaps it would be 838

best if future proxy-based studies were only carried 839

out using proxy series that the study authors are al- 840

lowed to archive, i.e., no “grey data”. 841

It is understandable that in the past open access 842

to data was often unrealistic. However, with modern 843

internet archives such as the World Data Center for 844

Paleoclimatology, most of those arguments no longer 845

apply. Indeed, it seems that when scientists make 846
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their data freely available, it not only helps alleviate847

suspicions over the validity of their research, but also848

encourages a better appreciation of their work[B39,849

B40]. Admittedly, where there are commercial ap-850

plications for the data, or the research was privately851

funded, exceptions may be justifiable. But, this does852

not seem to be an issue for most of the palaeoclimate853

studies discussed here.854

3.4 Lack of consistency855

As mentioned in Section 1, a common palaeocli-856

matic view maintains that there have been three857

main climatically distinct periods over the last mil-858

lennium - the Medieval Warm Period[A5], the Little859

Ice Age[A35] and the Current Warm Period. How-860

ever, since the 1990s, a few groups have questioned861

this view. Bradley & Jones, 1992[A92] pointed out862

that researchers often disagreed over exactly when863

and where the Little Ice Age occurred, as well as how864

long it lasted and how severe it was. This raised the865

question that researchers may have been using con-866

firmation bias[A93] to “identify” a global Little Ice867

Age in their studies.868

Hughes & Diaz, 1994[A94] noted similar problems869

for the Medieval Warm Period. They also noted a few870

proxy studies which did not show Medieval Warm871

Periods. They suggested that the Medieval Warm872

Period was a “regional” phenomenon confined to ar-873

eas such as Europe and Greenland. Several studies874

have since argued that point[A95–A99]. However,875

a number of other studies have found evidence of876

a strong Medieval Warm Period in many locations877

across the world, suggesting that it was a global phe-878

nomenon[A21, A33, A37–A39, A62, A100].879

One part of the controversy seems to arise out of880

the inconsistencies between different proxies. Some-881

times inconsistencies even exist between different ver-882

sions of the same proxy series.883

For example, Briffa et al., 1995[A101] developed884

a Polar Urals chronology which was used in several885

of the early proxy-based temperature estimates[B41].886

But, another version[A102] has been used by Esper887

et al., 2002[A14]. Both chronologies provide consid-888

erably different contexts for the Current Warm Pe-889

riod[B42]. The differences between the two Polar890

Urals chronologies are immediately apparent in Fig-891

ure 4.892

The Briffa chronology implies a cold Medieval893

Warm Period and even suggests that 1032 A.D. was894

the coldest year of the millennium. In contrast, the895

Esper chronology suggests that the Medieval Warm896

Period was considerably warmer than the Current 897

Warm Period. In addition, it suggests there was a 898

second warm period from about 1400-1600 which was 899

also warmer than the Current Warm Period. 900

Both of these versions show similar trends since 901

the mid-19th century when the weather station-based 902

estimates begin, so it is difficult to distinguish be- 903

tween them on this basis (Figure 4b). There do 904

appear to be problems with how the Briffa chronol- 905

ogy was constructed[B41, B43, B44]. However, some 906

have argued that the Esper chronology also has prob- 907

lems[B45]. More recently, a third chronology from the 908

area (the Yamal chronology) has become popular in 909

proxy-based temperature estimates. But, as we will 910

discuss in Section 3.5.2, this chronology suggests a 911

different context still. 912

If the Briffa Polar Urals chronology is accurate, 913

then perhaps there was no Medieval Warm Period 914

in that area[A101]. But, if the Esper chronology is 915

accurate, then the Medieval Warm Period was con- 916

siderably warmer than the Current Warm Period in 917

that area. Perhaps neither is accurate. 918

While it is true that some proxies fail to show a 919

Medieval Warm Period, the same could be said of 920

the Current Warm Period. If researchers preferen- 921

tially select[A93] proxies which show strong corre- 922

lations with the thermometer-based data, i.e., show 923

a warm 20th century, then this would introduce an 924

artificial bias towards an apparently more “homoge- 925

neous” Current Warm Period, but not the Medieval 926

Warm Period[A103]. Even if the selection is not car- 927

ried out by the compiler[A97], it may exist with the 928

researchers who constructed the individual series. 929

The objection that the dates of the Medieval Warm 930

Period are not always consistent[A94, A95] may well 931

be due to dating errors involved with the prox- 932

ies[A21]. But, there are other possible explanations, 933

e.g., the temperature “signal” of the proxies may vary 934

over time[A51], or the proxies may show considerable 935

“noise” due to non-temperature related changes. 936

The inconsistency problem is often accentuated by 937

the compositing of short proxies which do not extend 938

back to the Medieval Warm Period with those which 939

do. 940

McIntyre pointed out that one of the three north- 941

ern hemisphere millennial proxies used by Jones et 942

al., 1998[A9] showed little variability over its entire 943

record, i.e., it did not suggest either a Medieval or 944

Current Warm Period, or for that matter a Little Ice 945

Age. This was the Greenland 18O isotope “Crete” 946

record. Perhaps the reason for this is that the proxy 947
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Two conflicting Polar Urals chronologies. Solid black lines correspond to 31-year running means. (a)
1000-1990. (b) 1850-1990. Data for Briffa chronology taken from http://www.climateaudit.info/data/

briffa/briffa.raw.txt . Data for Esper chronology taken from http://www.climateaudit.info/data/

esper/ .

was not particularly temperature sensitive, or maybe948

these hypothesised climate changes were not as pro-949

nounced in that part of Greenland as the rest of the950

world. Whatever the case, one might initially suppose951

that the use of the “Crete” proxy series should not952

alter the relative ratio of the Medieval and Current953

Warm Periods (for instance) in the global estimates,954

since they were both similarly dampened.955

However, Jones et al. also used several short prox-956

ies, e.g., the Jacoby North American tree-line, which957

showed considerable variability, with a cold Little Ice958

Age and warm Current Warm Period. When such959

proxies are averaged with a proxy such as the “Crete”960

ice core, the Medieval Warm Period would be unal-961

tered by the short series, but the Current Warm Pe-962

riod would be made warmer, and the Little Ice Age963

made cooler. McIntyre pointed out that this would964

artificially make the Current Warm Period appear to965

be warmer than the Medieval Warm Period[B46].966

As an aside, if McIntyre replaced the other two967

millennial proxies (Polar Urals and Torneträsk) with968

other published versions, it substantially altered the969

Jones et al., 1998 temperature estimates - suggesting970

a Medieval Warm Period considerably warmer than971

the Current Warm Period[B47] - the opposite of Jones972

et al., 1998’s original conclusions[A9]. This all sug-973

gests that the inconsistencies between different prox-974

ies remain a serious problem for constructing reliable 975

millennial proxy-based temperature estimates. 976

3.5 Problematic proxies 977

As mentioned in Section 3.2, a surprisingly small 978

number of long temperature proxy records have been 979

used in multi-proxy temperature estimates. This 980

problem is made more serious by the fact that there 981

are known problems with some of the most widely- 982

used proxies and composites, e.g., the Dunde ice 983

cores[B48] and Yang’s Chinese proxy composite[B49]. 984

As described in Section 3.4, there are also substan- 985

tial inconsistencies between individual proxies, even 986

within different versions of the same proxy. We saw 987

in Figure 4 the substantial differences between two 988

different versions of the Polar Urals chronologies. An- 989

other example is that of the Torneträsk tree ring 990

chronology. While the original chronology used in 991

a number of the estimates suggested a very warm 992

Current Warm Period[B50], Grudd, 2008’s updated 993

chronology[A104] does not[B51]. 994

With such inconsistency, it is difficult to draw 995

definitive conclusions from studies which rely heav- 996

ily on any one series[A32]. So, it is a serious concern 997

that almost all of the proxy-based temperature es- 998

timates rely heavily on at least one of two groups 999
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Millennial temperature estimate # series Bristlecones/foxtails Yamal chronology
Individual “MBH PCs”

Jones et al., 1998[A9, A56] 17
Mann et al., 1999[A11] 12

√

Briffa, 2000[A13, A57] 7
√

Crowley, 2000[A12, A58] 15
√

Esper et al., 2002[A14, A59, A60] 14
√

Mann & Jones, 2003[A15, A16] 13
√ √

Moberg et al., 2005[A17, A61, A105] 18
√ √

D’Arrigo et al., 2006[A18] 19
√(1)

Hegerl et al., 2007[A19] 14
√ √ √

Juckes et al., 2007[A20] 13
√

Loehle, 2007[A21, A62] 18

Mann et al., 2008[A22, A106, A107] 1209(2) √(3)

Ljungqvist, 2010[A24] 30

McShane & Wyner, 2011[A25] 1209(4) √

Christiansen & Ljungqvist, 2011[A26] 40
√ √

Christiansen & Ljungqvist, 2012[A27] 32
√ √

Shi et al., 2013[A28] 45
√ √

Table 2: The use of bristlecone/foxtail pines and/or the Yamal chronology in the various proxy-based millennial
temperature estimates (listed chronologically). Bristlecone/foxtail series were either used as individual series, or
indirectly through the use of Mann et al., 1999’s 1st principal component of the North American tree ring database
(“MBH PCs”), which was heavily weighted by bristlecone/foxtail pines (see Section 4.3). (1) D’Arrigo et al., 2006
used Yamal, but in the text they used the name and core counts of a neighbouring chronology - “Polar Urals
(POL)”[B45]. (2) Mann et al., 2008 considered a large number of series, but only 59 of them extended back to
1000 A.D. Many of those series were discarded for showing poor correlation to the calibration data. (3) Mann
et al., 2008 also carried out a sensitivity test where they excluded bristlecone/foxtails as well as other tree rings,
but included the problematic Tiljander lake sediments - see Section 3.5.3. (4) McShane & Wyner, 2011 used the
same dataset as Mann et al., 2008.

of problematic tree rings - bristlecone/foxtail pines1000

(Section 3.5.1) or Briffa et al.’s Yamal chronology1001

(Section 3.5.2) - see Table 2. If these groups are re-1002

moved or even replaced with plausible alternatives,1003

the relative ratio between the Medieval Warm Pe-1004

riod and the Current Warm Period is often altered1005

- specifically, the Medieval Warm Period becomes1006

“warmer” and the Current Warm Period becomes1007

“cooler”[A45][B26]. For instance, for the Shi et al.,1008

2013 “PC10+AR2” and “CPS” estimates, their so-1009

called “dendro” subset which includes both bristle-1010

cones and Yamal shows a much colder Medieval1011

Warm Period than their “no-dendro” subset (see Fig-1012

ures 2 and 3 in Shi et al., 2013)[A28].1013

The use of these proxies does not in itself automat-1014

ically alter the ratio. For example, although Moberg1015

et al., 2005[A17] used both the Yamal chronology and1016

two foxtail series, they only used the high-frequency1017

components of those series, i.e., they removed their1018

long-term trends, but just kept the inter-annual vari- 1019

ability. In addition, although the bristlecone/foxtail 1020

pines are all from a similar area (south-western North 1021

America), there are significant differences between 1022

different chronologies which have been constructed 1023

from them, e.g., Lloyd & Graumlich, 1997’s foxtail 1024

chronologies[A108] suggest a warmer Medieval Warm 1025

Period than the Graybill & Idso, 1993[A109] bristle- 1026

cone/foxtail chronologies. 1027

Nonetheless, as we will discuss in Sections 3.5.1 and 1028

3.5.2, both of these proxy groups have been contro- 1029

versial, so it is surprising that they have not been 1030

used with more caution. More importantly, if these 1031

specific proxies are critical in establishing the ratio 1032

of the two warm periods, then this has serious conse- 1033

quences for the robustness of the studies. Hence, it 1034

is worth briefly reviewing the controversy over these 1035

two specific proxy groups in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. 1036

Mann et al., 2008[A22, A106, A107] claimed to 1037
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have carried out “sensitivity studies”, and shown that1038

their estimates were not unduly affected by any in-1039

dividual problematic proxy. For proxy-based studies,1040

sensitivity experiments typically involve constructing1041

several different estimates, each using a different sub-1042

set of the available proxy series. If the estimates from1043

the subsets are all similar to the estimates from the1044

complete set, this suggests that the estimates are not1045

overly reliant (“sensitive”) on any particular proxy1046

series. However, as will be discussed in Section 3.5.3,1047

the Mann et al., 2008 sensitivity studies were very1048

poorly devised. It later transpired that the Mann et1049

al., 2008 estimates relied heavily on including either1050

bristlecone/foxtails or another proxy series, known as1051

the “Tiljander lake sediments”, which were known to1052

be problematic for the Current Warm Period.1053

Condon illustrated the weakness of the Mann et1054

al., 2008 sensitivity studies by carrying out sensitiv-1055

ity studies on the Ljungvist, 2010a estimate at the1056

blog The Air Vent[B52]. As can be seen from Table 2,1057

Ljungvist, 2010a was one of the three estimates which1058

includes neither bristlecone/foxtails nor Yamal. Con-1059

don created a large number of different proxy-based1060

estimates by randomly selecting different subsets of1061

Ljungqvist’s proxy network. All of the subsets were1062

relatively similar to the original Ljungvist, 2010a esti-1063

mate, suggesting that none of the proxy series unduly1064

influenced the estimate, unlike the Mann et al., 20081065

estimates.1066

Since Mann et al., 2008[A22] argue that they ob-1067

tain similar temperature estimates if they exclude1068

those groups, provided they include the Tiljander lake1069

sediment proxies, we will also briefly assess the Til-1070

jander proxies in Section 3.5.3.1071

3.5.1 Bristlecone/foxtail pine proxies1072

One family of trees which has been of considerable1073

interest to climatologists is the bristlecone pine fam-1074

ily. This consists of three closely-related five-needled1075

pine species found at high altitudes in the Califor-1076

nia, Nevada and Colorado mountain ranges - the1077

Rocky Mountains bristlecone pine (Pinus aristata);1078

the Great Basin bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva);1079

and the foxtail pine (Pinus balfouriana).1080

The bristlecone pine trees are very long-lived -1081

in some cases being several millennia old. It has1082

been supposed that the highest altitude trees of these1083

species are temperature-sensitive. These two fac-1084

tors initially suggest that they would make promis-1085

ing temperature proxies. However, LaMarche et al.,1086

1984[A110] had noted unusual tree ring growth in1087

bristlecone pines in recent decades, which had no re- 1088

lation to regional climatic trends. 1089

LaMarche et al., 1984 suggested that the unusual 1090

growth was due to fertilisation from increasing con- 1091

centrations of atmospheric CO2, although this theory 1092

was controversial[A111]. In order to investigate this 1093

theory, Graybill & Idso, 1993[A109] sampled various 1094

bristlecone and foxtail pines. As well as the regular 1095

(“full-bark”) trees, “strip-bark” trees were also sam- 1096

pled. Strip-bark trees are pine trees where a lot of 1097

the bark has peeled off, leaving only strips of bark. 1098

Graybill & Idso believed that the strip-bark trees 1099

would be more influenced by changes in CO2. Indeed, 1100

they found a rapid increase in growth rate after the 1101

mid-19th century in the strip-bark trees, but not the 1102

full-bark. They agreed with LaMarche et al., 1984 1103

that this dramatic growth was not related to local 1104

temperature changes, but was merely a consequence 1105

of CO2 fertilisation. 1106

Despite Graybill & Idso’s explicit statement that 1107

the unusual growth rate of their strip-bark pines was 1108

non-climatic, the hockey stick study used the Graybill 1109

strip-bark chronologies as temperature proxies, con- 1110

tributing strongly to its “hockey stick” shape[A44, 1111

A45]. Before the hockey stick study, none of the 1112

proxy-based estimates used these proxies[B53] as it 1113

was generally agreed that their rapid 20th century 1114

growth was not due to temperature[B53–B55]. But, 1115

it can be seen from Table 2 that they have been heav- 1116

ily used since. 1117

LaMarche et al.’s theory of CO2 fertilisation was 1118

criticised because it had not been detected in other 1119

tree species[A112] or in the full-bark pines[A108], 1120

which appears a valid point. But, various other 1121

non-climatic explanations have been suggested for 1122

the unusual growth[A42, A108]. So, to justify the 1123

widespread use of bristlecone/foxtails in proxy-based 1124

temperature estimates, it is important to provide 1125

some evidence that its anomalous growth is related 1126

to local temperatures. 1127

McIntyre specifically compared several of the Gray- 1128

bill pines to local temperatures, and found they were 1129

very poorly related[B56]. In addition, other tree ring 1130

studies in the area found the Current Warm Period to 1131

be comparable to the Medieval Warm Period[A108, 1132

A113, A114]. Indeed, when an update was carried out 1133

on a Graybill chronology which had originally shown 1134

particularly strong 20th century growth, the 20th 1135

century growth no longer appeared unusual[B57]. A 1136

recent isotopic analysis of several bristlecone trees 1137

also failed to identify anomalous 20th century cli- 1138
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mate change[A115]. After carrying out an update1139

of another Graybill chronology, McIntyre noted that1140

the recent sharp growth in strip-bark cores was of-1141

ten countered by reduced growth in other cores from1142

the same tree. He suggested that the unusual growth1143

may be related to the elliptical growth of strip-barked1144

trees, rather than a climatic effect or CO2 fertilisa-1145

tion effect[B58].1146

Bunn et al., 2005[A116] claimed that the unusual1147

growth of the bristlecones in the 20th century was1148

temperature-related. However, their entire basis for1149

this claim was that the bristlecone growth was sim-1150

ilar to the hockey stick study. As McIntyre pointed1151

out[B59], this was effectively circular logic since the1152

hockey stick study was itself heavily dominated by the1153

Graybill pines.1154

Later, Salzer et al., 2009[A117] claimed to have1155

vindicated the use of strip-bark bristlecones as tem-1156

perature proxies. They had updated several of the1157

Graybill proxies on Sheep Mountain. They then com-1158

pared the bristlecone growth rates to those of other1159

tree ring measurements in a similar area - the “MXD”1160

measurements of Rutherford et al., 2005[A118]. They1161

found a reasonable match during the period 1630-1162

1950, and therefore concluded that if the Rutherford1163

MXD measurements were reliable, then so were their1164

updated bristlecones. However, the Rutherford MXD1165

measurements do not show the post-1900 “hockey1166

stick” shape of the updated bristlecones (see Figure 51167

of Salzer et al., 2009[A117]). Hence, that argument of1168

Salzer et al. is limited to suggesting the bristlecones1169

may have some merit before the contentious “hockey1170

stick” rise.1171

Salzer et al., 2009 also argued that the character-1172

istic “hockey stick” trend occurred in both the whole1173

bark and the strip-bark pines - contradicting Graybill1174

& Idso, 1993[A109]’s findings. They suggested that1175

the contradiction was due to an inappropriate stan-1176

dardization used by Graybill & Idso. Hence, they1177

compared the non-standardized chronologies of the1178

whole-bark and strip-bark pines. They found no sub-1179

stantial difference between the two chronologies in the1180

modern period[A117]. On this basis, they concluded1181

that there was no divergence between the strip-bark1182

and whole-bark. However, in Figure S4 of their Sup-1183

plementary Information[A117], it is apparent that1184

when they took this approach, there was a divergence1185

before the 20th century. Hence, that particular argu-1186

ment appears very weak[B60].1187

Recently, Salzer et al., 2013 have put up another1188

argument[A119]. When they compared their bristle-1189

cone chronology to three different Global Climate 1190

Model (GCM) simulations of the last 1000 years, one 1191

of the simulations (“ECHO-G2”) showed a similar 1192

trend to their bristlecone chronology. However, we 1193

note that neither of the other two simulations (“MPI” 1194

or “CSM”) showed this trend (see their Figure 4). So, 1195

we do not consider this a particularly compelling ar- 1196

gument. 1197

Bearing all of this in mind, there should be seri- 1198

ous concern over the estimates which used bristle- 1199

cone/foxtail pines. As can be seen from Table 2 this 1200

includes most of the millennial estimates. Even if 1201

part of the sharp 20th century up-tick in some of the 1202

bristlecone/foxtail pines is found to be due to temper- 1203

ature change[B61], considering the controversy over 1204

them, it is surprising they are so widely used. 1205

3.5.2 The Yamal chronology 1206

Briffa, 2000[A13] introduced the Yamal chronology, 1207

which showed dramatic growth in the 20th century. 1208

As can be seen from Table 2, it has been extensively 1209

used since. However, for such a widely used proxy, it 1210

has a number of problems. 1211

Briffa et al., 2008[A120] revisited this Yamal 1212

chronology and created two other northern Eurasian 1213

chronologies - Fennoscandia and Avam-Taimyr. All 1214

three of these chronologies were located at around 1215

62.5oN, at different locations on the Eurasian conti- 1216

nent. However, they each present rather different es- 1217

timates for temperatures of the last millennium (Fig- 1218

ure 5). If the strong 20th century growth rate of 1219

the Yamal chronology is genuinely representative of 1220

global temperatures, then it is hard to see why it is 1221

largely absent from the other two chronologies (from 1222

the same latitude and continent). Indeed, on the ba- 1223

sis of the number of cores used for the construction of 1224

the chronologies (bottom panels of Figure 5), Yamal 1225

would appear the least reliable of the three. 1226

Briffa et al. implied that all three chronologies 1227

showed a reasonable correlation with local summer 1228

temperatures (e.g., see Figure 1 of Ref. [A120]). 1229

However, from Figure 6, this is not immediately ob- 1230

vious. Certainly, the distinctive 20th century growth 1231

implied by the Yamal chronology appears to be ab- 1232

sent from the corresponding local gridded tempera- 1233

tures (Figure 6b). 1234

Following the publication of Briffa et al., 2008, 1235

Briffa finally archived the data for the Yamal chronol- 1236

ogy after several years of requests from McIn- 1237

tyre[B62]. McIntyre noted that only a few trees (17) 1238

were used for constructing the recent portion of the 1239
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: The three northern Eurasian chronologies given in Briffa et al., 2008[B24], and the numbers of
cores used for their construction. Data taken from http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/people/melvin/

PhilTrans2008/ . Thick black lines correspond to 31-year running means.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Comparison of local gridded (weather station-based) summer temperatures (June-August) to the three
chronologies described in Figure 5. Data taken from http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/people/melvin/

PhilTrans2008/ .

Yamal chronology[B63], i.e., the living samples. In1240

addition, one of the trees, YAD061, showed 8 stan-1241

dard deviations of growth in the 20th century - a1242

remarkable growth rate, which was not matched by1243

any of the others. This had noticeably increased the1244

20th century average of the chronology[B64].1245

McIntyre carried out two sensitivity experiments1246

for the Yamal chronology. In one experiment, he re-1247

moved 12 cores and replaced them with 34 archived1248

cores from the Khadyta River (which was in the Ya-1249

mal area). In the other experiment, he added the 341250

cores to the complete Yamal chronology. In the first1251

experiment, the unusual 20th century growth was re-1252

placed with a decline. In the second experiment, the1253

20th century growth was higher than in the centuries1254

immediately preceding it, but comparable to growth1255

at various stages over the last two millennia, includ-1256

ing the 11th and 15th centuries[B26].1257

Briffa et al. criticised these experiments[B65, B66] 1258

and suggested that the cores McIntyre had selected 1259

were anomalous and arbitrarily chosen. However, 1260

McIntyre argued that he had done a better job of 1261

justifying his selection than Briffa had for his se- 1262

lections[B67]. He also argued that the 17 living 1263

cores in Briffa’s original chronology were inhomoge- 1264

neous[B68], i.e., there was little consistency from core 1265

to core and between them and the sub-fossil cores, 1266

and that the Khadyta River cores showed better ho- 1267

mogeneity. 1268

Condon argued that the “hockey stick” shape 1269

of Yamal was due to Briffa’s age-related tree ring 1270

standardisation (see Section 3.1), and argued that 1271

other plausible standardisations yielded 20th century 1272

growth rates that were fairly average[B69]. 1273

Recently Briffa et al., 2013 has revised the Yamal 1274

chronology[A121], apparently reducing the magni- 1275
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tude of the “hockey stick” up-tick in the process[B70].1276

At any rate, whether the Yamal chronology has any1277

merit as a temperature proxy[B45] or not[B71], it1278

is striking that its distinctively sharp 20th century1279

growth is absent from the other Briffa et al., 20081280

chronologies (Figure 5) as well as the two versions of1281

the nearby Polar Urals chronology (Figure 4). It also1282

fails to detect the strong Medieval Warm Period oth-1283

ers have reported in the area[A122]. This suggests1284

that it should only be used cautiously in proxy-based1285

temperature estimates, if at all.1286

3.5.3 The Tiljander lake sediments1287

Following criticism[A38, A41, A42, A44, A45, A123,1288

A124] of Mann et al.’s hockey stick study[A10, A11,1289

A91, A125] for being highly dependent on the Gray-1290

bill strip-bark pines described in Section 3.5.1, Mann1291

et al., 2008[A22, A106, A107] boasted of being robust1292

to the exclusion of either (a) tree rings or (b) a new1293

set of 7 other potentially problematic proxies.1294

Four[B72] of these 7 non-tree ring problematic1295

proxies were Tiljander et al., 2003[A126]’s Lake Ko-1296

rttajärvi sediment cores from Finland. Tiljander et1297

al. had constructed a 3,000 year long chronology1298

from lake sediments which suggested a strong Me-1299

dieval Warm Period around 980-1250AD with several1300

cool periods during the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries,1301

possibly corresponding to the Little Ice Age.1302

However, after about 1720AD, the sediments ap-1303

peared to have become increasingly contaminated by1304

local human activity, e.g., wastewater run-off, bridge1305

construction, leading to anomalously low apparent1306

“temperatures”. Therefore, Tiljander et al. had1307

stressed that much of the post-1720 variability was1308

strongly non-climatic.1309

Recognising that there was a problem with the1310

post-1720 portion of the proxies, Mann et al., 20081311

treated the Tiljander proxies as having “potentially1312

spurious features”[A22]. However, Mann et al. still1313

decided to use the complete proxies including the con-1314

taminated sections, anyway.1315

As an additional problem, Mann et al. effectively1316

used two of the proxies in the opposite manner to1317

that intended by Tiljander et al. suggesting a cold1318

“Medieval Warm Period”, mild “Little Ice Age” and1319

a “hockey-stick” like warming for the Current Warm1320

Period[B73].1321

Mann et al., 2008 created two separate sets of es-1322

timates - one using a composite-plus-scale approach1323

(“CPS”) and one using a climate field reconstruction1324

(“EIV”). For the CPS estimates, the inversion of the1325

Tiljander proxies from their intended interpretation 1326

appears to have been manually done. 1327

For the EIV estimates, the inversion was an im- 1328

plicit feature of the algorithm which altered the sign 1329

of the proxy to yield the highest correlation with the 1330

weather station-based calibration temperatures of the 1331

Current Warm Period. Since the post-1720 portion of 1332

the proxy was non-climatic, any apparent correlation 1333

between temperature and the proxy in this period 1334

would be just a coincidence. However, the EIV algo- 1335

rithm does not consider this possibility. Hence, the 1336

sign of the proxies were adjusted by the algorithm 1337

so that the non-climatic portions appeared to show 1338

“warming” in the Current Warm Period[B74]. 1339

This second approach was also carried out in Mann 1340

et al., 2009[A98]. Kaufman et al., 2009[A23] also used 1341

these Tiljander proxies inverted in their Arctic anal- 1342

ysis, in the same way Mann et al. had used them 1343

in the CPS estimate. However, when Kaufman et al. 1344

discovered that this was not how Tiljander et al. had 1345

intended them, they issued a correction to revert the 1346

sign back to the original interpretation[A127]. 1347

Mann et al., 2008 relied on the Tiljander proxies 1348

for their claim that their estimates were not depen- 1349

dent on the use of the bristlecone/foxtail pines[A22]. 1350

If they carried out a sensitivity analysis by removing 1351

all tree-ring proxies (including the bristlecone/foxtail 1352

pines), they obtained a similar estimate to their com- 1353

plete analysis. However, that “no-dendro” estimate 1354

included the four Tiljander proxies (with the contam- 1355

inated portions) as well as another three proxies they 1356

had identified as potentially problematic. To test if 1357

they were a problem, they carried out a second sen- 1358

sitivity analysis by removing the 7 non-tree ring po- 1359

tentially problematic proxies, but leaving all the oth- 1360

ers (including the bristlecone/foxtail pines) in. This 1361

also yielded a similar estimate. On this basis, they 1362

concluded that their estimate was not biased by any 1363

particular proxy. 1364

Strangely[B75], they did not carry out the sim- 1365

ple test of just removing the 7 non-tree ring prox- 1366

ies they had identified as potentially problematic and 1367

the bristlecone/foxtail pines that the hockey stick 1368

study had specifically been criticised for using[A38, 1369

A41, A42, A44, A45, A123, A124]. Nonetheless, af- 1370

ter much debate on the blogs over the reliability of 1371

the Tiljander proxies (see links at Ref. [B76]), Mann 1372

et al., 2009 included in Figure S8 of their S.I.[B77], 1373

results of an additional sensitivity analysis carried 1374

out for Mann et al., 2009[A98], which was equiva- 1375

lent to the EIV estimate of Mann et al., 2008. If 1376
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both the tree ring proxies and the Tiljander proxies1377

were excluded, then estimated temperatures for the1378

period 1000-1850 were substantially increased[B78–1379

B80]. However, the estimates failed verification be-1380

fore 1500 (possibly because they had excluded so1381

many proxies).1382

At a later stage, Mann posted on his website[B13],1383

a similar test for the CPS estimate. Again, this had1384

significant effects, e.g., temperatures in the Medieval1385

Warm Period reached higher values than in the 20th1386

century. This suggests that the Mann et al., 20081387

estimates were not robust to the proxies used, as had1388

been claimed. Indeed, it again highlights the danger1389

in relying heavily on questionable proxies, such as the1390

bristlecone/foxtail pines discussed in Section 3.5.1,1391

the Yamal chronology discussed in Section 3.5.2, or1392

even the Tiljander lake sediments which were known1393

to be problematic after 1720.1394

4 Criticism of the hockey stick1395

study1396

As discussed in Section 1, the hockey stick study1397

by Mann et al.[A10, A11, A125] was very influen-1398

tial, both politically and socially, due to its promi-1399

nence in both scientific[A40] and popular presenta-1400

tions[B2]6. Perhaps for this reason, despite a number1401

of flaws having been identified with it[A37–A39, A41–1402

A46], its dramatic claims that (i) global temperature1403

change since the late 19th century have been strongly1404

dominated by man-made global warming[A10], and1405

(ii) current temperatures are unprecedented in the1406

last millennium[A11] appear to be widely believed by1407

the general public.1408

Part of this seems to be due to Mann and his1409

supporters continuing to imply that it was a reason-1410

ably accurate study, e.g., see Ref. [B82] for a 20111411

TEDxTalk by Mann.1412

Another factor also appears to be that many sup-1413

porters of man-made global warming theory are reluc-1414

tant to acknowledge that there may have been flaws1415

with the iconic hockey stick graph. This appears to1416

be due to a fear that if the public becomes aware of1417

those flaws, they may become suspicious of other as-1418

pects of climate science. For example the Anonymous1419

Reviewer #1 for Ljungqvist et al., 2011[B83] believes1420

that there is a “stubbornness by the sceptical commu-1421

6The hockey stick study appears to have been mistakenly
labelled as “Dr. Thompson’s thermometer” in Ref. [B2] - see
Ref. [B81].

nity to accept very real environmental and climatic 1422

changes that more and more appear to be exceptional 1423

over the last 1000 years” and worries that criticising 1424

previous palaeoclimatology studies might “muddy the 1425

message”. 1426

This should be irrelevant for the reader who is try- 1427

ing to genuinely understand how climate has changed 1428

over the last millennium or so. However, the hockey 1429

stick study still seems to hold a strong influence on 1430

public thought. Hence, in this section, we will re- 1431

view the contentious debate over this one particular 1432

study. The reader who is uninterested in this out- 1433

dated study may prefer to skip to Section 5. 1434

4.1 Initial criticism and defence 1435

As discussed in Section 3.2, while the hockey stick 1436

study used 159 proxies in total, for the critical 1000- 1437

1400 step they only used 12 proxies. With this in 1438

mind, the first point to note is how few of these 12 1439

proxies (Figure 7) bear any resemblance to the final 1440

hockey stick graph (Figure 1). 1441

Jones, 1998[A79] criticised Mann et al., 1998 for 1442

using long thermometer records as some of their tem- 1443

perature “proxies” and for failing to adequately dis- 1444

cuss the problems associated with the various proxies 1445

they used. He also noted that other temperature es- 1446

timates for 1400-1900s suggested different tempera- 1447

ture histories. However, he later clarified[A128] that 1448

he agreed that those estimates concurred with Mann 1449

et al., 1998 that the 20th century was warmer than 1450

the 15th-19th centuries. 1451

Briffa & Osborn, 1999[A41] cautioned that the ap- 1452

parent agreement of the hockey stick study with oth- 1453

ers, was at least partially due to a substantial over- 1454

lap in the proxies used by those studies (Section 1455

3.2). They worried that Mann et al. had not paid 1456

enough attention to the problem of tree ring stan- 1457

dardisation (Section 3.1). They also expressed con- 1458

cern over an adjustment Mann et al., 1999 had ap- 1459

plied to one of their series which they relied heavily on 1460

- the first principal component (PC1) of a network of 1461

tree rings which was dominated by bristlecone/foxtail 1462

pines from western USA. 1463

As discussed in Section 3.5.1, some researchers had 1464

argued that these trees were showing unusual 20th 1465

century growth due to CO2 fertilisation[A109, A110]. 1466

To counter this concern, in their extension to Mann et 1467

al., 1998, Mann et al., 1999 had applied an ad hoc ad- 1468

justment to this series (PC1 in Figure 7). However, 1469

there were a number of problems with this. First, 1470

the actual adjustment seems somewhat arbitrary, and 1471
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: All of the 12 proxy series used in for the 1000-1400 step of the hockey stick study. All data has been
smoothed with a 31 year running mean, for clarity. (a) includes the only series which show any sort of “hockey
stick”-like uptick for the Current Warm Period. (b) There were two nearby ice cores taken from Quelccaya, and
so the two series from there were each averages of two cores. (c) shows the other series. Proxy data taken from
World Data Center for Paleoclimatology, except for the Morocco data which was taken from the Climate Audit
website. Units were not provided with the archived data, and vary from proxy to proxy, so they are all plotted
here in generic “proxy units”. Each proxy was rescaled by dividing by its standard deviation and subtracting its
1000-1980 mean.

not as simple as Mann et al., 1999 implies[B28, B57,1472

B84–B87]. Second, from Figure 7, it does not appear1473

to have worked as, even after applying this adjust-1474

ment, the 20th century up-tick of the “PC1” series is1475

still far sharper than the other series. Finally, they1476

only applied the adjustment to the 1000-1400 step,1477

so even if the adjustment did correctly remove a non-1478

climatic bias, the bias still remained in the 1400-19801479

steps[B28].1480

Broecker, 2001[A39] expressed concern over the ap-1481

parent absence of a strong Medieval Warm Period in1482

the hockey stick study. He argued that there was con-1483

siderable evidence to counter this finding. Although1484

Bradley et al., 2001[A99] pointed out that some stud-1485

ies failed to find a Medieval Warm Period, Soon et1486

al.[A37, A38] pointed out a large selection of studies1487

which did (see Section 3.4).1488

More specifically, Soon et al. only found a few stud-1489

ies (including the hockey stick study) which showed1490

the Current Warm Period to be climatically anoma-1491

lous in the last millennium (either in terms of tem-1492

perature or precipitation). Indeed, they claimed the1493

opposite, i.e., that “the 20th century is probably not1494

the warmest nor a uniquely extreme climatic period of1495

the last millennium.”[A37], although this particular1496

claim was strongly criticised by von Storch for being1497

inadequately justified[B88].1498

Mann et al., 2003a[A129] criticised Soon et al.1499

However, they do not appear to have carefully con-1500

sidered Soon et al.’s arguments since most of their1501

criticisms had already been addressed in the Soon et 1502

al. articles[A37, A38]. Nonetheless, a brief debate 1503

was attempted[A130, A131]. 1504

McIntyre & McKitrick, 2003[A42] re-analysed 1505

Mann et al., 1998 using the data and methods pro- 1506

vided to them by Mann et al.[B89]. They found that 1507

the data set Mann et al., 1998 had used was poorly 1508

organised and also contained a large number of errors. 1509

After accounting for those errors, and replacing some 1510

proxies with more up-to-date versions or comparable 1511

substitutes, their reanalysis suggested the 15th cen- 1512

tury was warmer than the 20th century. This contra- 1513

dicted the hockey stick study’s conclusion that 20th 1514

century temperatures were unusually warm, suggest- 1515

ing that the hockey stick study was not robust. 1516

Rutherford et al., 2005[A118] suggested that some 1517

of the errors McIntyre & McKitrick, 2003 had no- 1518

ticed were due to them using an incorrect dataset. 1519

When McIntyre had asked Mann for the Mann et 1520

al., 1998 data, Mann had put him in contact with 1521

Rutherford who apparently gave McIntyre a slightly 1522

incorrect version. Ironically, this apparently incorrect 1523

version appears to have been the one used by Ruther- 1524

ford et al., 2005 and also later archived in Mann 1525

et al., 1998’s 2004 corrigendum[B90]. The fact that 1526

even the authors of Mann et al., 1998 (who also co- 1527

authored Rutherford et al., 2005) were unclear over 1528

which dataset to use seems to have vindicated McIn- 1529

tyre & McKitrick’s criticisms of the disorganised na- 1530

ture of the Mann et al., 1998 study. 1531
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However, Rutherford et al. also argued that McIn-1532

tyre & McKitrick had taken a traditional approach1533

to calculating the principal components of Mann et1534

al., 1998’s high density tree ring networks (see Sec-1535

tion 4.3), rather than the undisclosed approach which1536

it transpired Mann et al., 1998 had actually used.1537

This apparently led to too strong an increase in the1538

15th century temperatures. McIntyre & McKitrick,1539

2005b[A45] applied the now-disclosed approach and1540

the 15th century temperatures were indeed a bit lower1541

than for McIntyre & McKitrick, 2003. Nonetheless,1542

they were still comparable to the 20th century tem-1543

peratures, and so the contradiction with the hockey1544

stick study’s conclusions remained.1545

4.2 “Pseudoproxy” analysis1546

A problem with all proxy-based temperature esti-1547

mates is that we do not know if the method of recon-1548

struction actually works. The purpose of developing1549

such estimates is to estimate what past temperatures1550

were. But, since we do not know what the past tem-1551

peratures actually were, we cannot check how accu-1552

rate our estimates are.1553

One approach to overcoming this problem has been1554

to use computer simulations of temperature changes1555

of the last millennium (for instance). Of course, we1556

do not know if the simulated temperature changes are1557

at all representative of the real temperature changes1558

which occurred over the last millennium. But, unlike1559

the real world, in our simulated world, we can check1560

with 100% accuracy the exact simulated temperatures1561

at any time or place during the simulation. So, if we1562

can construct realistic mimics of our real proxies from1563

our simulation results (“pseudoproxies”), we can at1564

least test how reliable our reconstruction method is.1565

We can do this by withholding the “true” simu-1566

lated temperature changes and then directly compar-1567

ing them to our pseudoproxy reconstructed estimate.1568

“True” is in quotes because, although we know the1569

exact values of the simulation, we do not know how1570

closely the simulation reproduces the actual temper-1571

atures.1572

Nonetheless, if our reconstruction method is un-1573

able to accurately approximate the mean tempera-1574

ture trends of the simulation (which we know ex-1575

actly), then we at least know that it will not do any1576

better for describing the temperature trends of the1577

real world.1578

In other words, pseudoproxy simulations can give1579

us a simple “validation test” for our reconstruction1580

method. If our reconstruction method passes the test,1581

this does not prove that the reconstructions are accu- 1582

rate. However, if the reconstruction method fails the 1583

test, then we know for certain that any reconstruc- 1584

tions generated by this method are unreliable. 1585

Due to the high profile nature of the hockey stick 1586

study, a number of such studies have been carried 1587

out[A43, A46–A48, A132–A146] to investigate the 1588

reliability of its particular reconstruction method, 1589

henceforth referred to as the “MBH” method (after 1590

the initials of Mann, Bradley and Hughes, i.e., the 1591

authors of the hockey stick study). 1592

A difficult challenge in this approach is in deciding 1593

how to construct realistic pseudoproxies. It is rela- 1594

tively easy to generate pseudoproxies for the same lo- 1595

cations of an actual proxy network (such as that used 1596

by the hockey stick study) by selecting the gridded 1597

simulated temperatures for those locations. However, 1598

as we discussed in Sections 2.1 and 3.1, real proxy se- 1599

ries contain a lot of “noise” from non-temperature 1600

factors as well as variability in the temperature re- 1601

sponse. 1602

A simple first approximation in the construction 1603

of a pseudoproxy network is to introduce different 1604

amounts of random noise. In this way, pseudoproxies 1605

with different “signal-to-noise” ratios can be gener- 1606

ated. However, real proxy “noise” is probably more 1607

complex than that. For this reason, more realistic 1608

studies involve the use of different types of noise. 1609

Ordinary random noise is considered “white”. 1610

However, often noise has non-random properties. 1611

“Red” noise is noise whose value for one point has 1612

some dependence on the previous point, i.e., it is 1613

possible to have randomly occurring trends. Many 1614

temperature proxies, such as tree rings are thought 1615

to have more similarity to red noise than the trend- 1616

less white noise. In the case of tree rings this is be- 1617

cause a previous years’ growth can influence a given 1618

year’s growth[A52, A53]. For example, a year of good 1619

growth could make the tree healthier, improving its 1620

growth for the next year. 1621

As a first step, von Storch et al., 2004[A43] tested 1622

the hockey stick study reconstruction method on a 1623

pseudoproxy network constructed by applying vary- 1624

ing amounts of white noise to the “Erik” simulation of 1625

the last millennium. They found that, even just using 1626

white noise, the MBH method substantially underes- 1627

timated the actual temperature variability of the sim- 1628

ulation. This suggested that much of the “flatness” 1629

of the “hockey stick handle” was merely an artifact 1630

of their reconstruction method. 1631

However, their study was quite controversial and 1632
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led to considerable debate[A46–A48, A133–A135,1633

A146, A147]. Much of this debate was over the1634

fact that they had used so-called “detrended” pseu-1635

doproxies[A132]. Before carrying out their analysis,1636

they had temporarily removed the long-term trends1637

of all their pseudoproxies and calibration data, so1638

that they would achieve a better inter-annual cali-1639

bration, and thereby a more realistic estimate overall.1640

However, Wahl et al., 2006[A134] argued that this de-1641

trending should not be carried out. If non-detrended1642

pseudoproxies were used, the underestimation of the1643

MBH method was reduced[A134], although it was1644

still substantial[A132, A135].1645

Another criticism was that there were problems1646

with the “Erik” simulation that they had used[A147].1647

In particular, the simulation had been insufficiently1648

equilibrated, and so it had suggested a warmer Me-1649

dieval Warm Period than other simulations. How-1650

ever, for the purposes of pseudoproxy tests, this was1651

irrelevant, as they were merely assessing how suc-1652

cessful the MBH method was at reconstructing the1653

simulated temperatures, not how accurate the sim-1654

ulated temperatures were[A136]. Indeed, similar re-1655

sults were found for the MBH method when an im-1656

proved simulation (“Erik II”) were used[A146].1657

Rutherford et al., 2005[A118] applied a new1658

method, called “RegEM”, to the same proxy network1659

as the hockey stick study and achieved a similar re-1660

sult. When Mann et al., 2005[A133] carried out their1661

own pseudoproxy analysis on this new method, the1662

RegEM method appeared to be very successful at re-1663

constructing simulated temperatures.1664

Initially, this seemed to suggest that the conclu-1665

sions of von Storch et al. were invalid, leading to1666

some debate[A133, A136, A137]. However, it later1667

transpired that Mann et al., 2005 had made a serious1668

error in their analysis. Before applying the RegEM1669

method, they had standardised all their pseudoprox-1670

ies over the entire simulation period, rather than1671

just over the calibration period[A138, A139, A148,1672

A149]. This meant that all of their pseudoproxies1673

already roughly approximated the simulated temper-1674

ature over the entire simulation. In the real world,1675

the pre-instrumental temperatures are unknown - af-1676

ter all, that is why proxy-based studies are being1677

carried out. After correcting for this, the RegEM1678

method also significantly underestimated the actual1679

simulated temperatures[A138].1680

Mann et al., 2007c[A139] tested a new version of1681

RegEM, called “RegEM TTLS” (the older version is1682

now known as “RegEM Ridge”). This method did1683

not show as much underestimation as the older ver- 1684

sion (or the original MBH method), and when this 1685

method was applied to the hockey stick study’s proxy 1686

network, it again yielded a similar reconstruction to 1687

the original hockey stick study. 1688

This initially appears puzzling[A142, A150]. Al- 1689

though Smerdon et al., 2008b[A140] noted that Mann 1690

et al. had been using a badly corrupted version of a 1691

computer simulation for their 2005 and 2007 analy- 1692

ses, this did not affect Mann et al., 2007c’s essen- 1693

tial conclusion[A140, A141, A150]. Even though the 1694

RegEM methods still showed underestimation[A149, 1695

A151, A152], they did appear to give more realistic 1696

results than the original MBH method[A149]. How- 1697

ever, when applied to the hockey stick study’s proxy 1698

network, they all yielded essentially the same re- 1699

sult[A139, A140, A150]. 1700

A likely explanation is that while there were prob- 1701

lems with the MBH method, coincidentally, there 1702

were also serious problems with the proxy network 1703

itself. As we will see in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, this is 1704

the case. Hence, while the problems with the original 1705

MBH method are serious, a more reliable reconstruc- 1706

tion method, while important, would not have been 1707

sufficient. 1708

Nonetheless, von Storch et al., 2004[A43]’s study 1709

has been very useful in that it has led to a recog- 1710

nition of the value of pseudoproxy studies and the 1711

development of more robust reconstruction methods. 1712

This should be of benefit if applied to more reliable 1713

proxy networks. 1714

4.3 Principal Component Analysis 1715

(“PCA”) problems 1716

One problem with the hockey stick study’s proxy net- 1717

work was that most of the proxies were from simi- 1718

lar areas. In particular, 70 of the 95 series used for 1719

the 1400-1450 step7 were U.S. tree ring series. If the 1720

hockey stick study had given all the series a similar 1721

weighting then their entire “Northern Hemisphere” 1722

estimate would be strongly dominated by those prox- 1723

ies, and would be little more than a “U.S.” tempera- 1724

ture estimate. 1725

In an attempt to overcome this weighting problem, 1726

Mann et al., 1998 tried to estimate the main “cli- 1727

matic signals” of these high density networks through 1728

principal component analysis8 (“PCA”). They then 1729

770 out of the 110 series they considered[A91].
8Not to be confused with their principal component analysis

of the calibration data they used for their reconstruction, i.e.,
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treated the top few principal components for those1730

networks as replacement “proxies”. For the 1400-1731

1450 step, 3 out of the 22 series used were principal1732

components, while for Mann et al., 1999’s 1000-14001733

step, they comprised 3 out of 12 series (“PC1-3” in1734

Figure 7).1735

McIntyre & McKitrick, 2005a noticed that the1736

Mann et al., 1998 algorithm for calculating princi-1737

pal components for those high density networks was1738

non-standard, in that Mann et al., 1998 normalised1739

all of the individual proxies to their 1902-1980 means1740

instead of their means over the entire period being1741

considered, e.g., 1400-1980 in the 1400 step[A44, A45,1742

A64, A153–B155, B91].1743

This was significant because it gave very high1744

weights to proxies whose 1902-1980 mean was sub-1745

stantially different from the mean over the entire pe-1746

riod. This meant that the tree ring series which did1747

not show unusual 20th century growth (i.e., prox-1748

ies without “hockey stick” shapes) received negligible1749

weighting, while the series with the greatest “hockey1750

stick” shape received the greatest weighting.1751

For the North American network, Sheep Mountain1752

(the proxy with the strongest “hockey stick” - and1753

also one of the bristlecone pine proxies mentioned in1754

Section 3.5.1) received 390 times the weight of May-1755

berry Slough (the proxy with the weakest “hockey1756

stick”)[A44, A45] in the 1400-1450 step - see Figure1757

8.1758

McIntyre & McKitrick demonstrated the problem1759

this introduced, by generating a large number of ran-1760

dom, red noise simulations with no overall trend.1761

When they applied the standard principal component1762

analysis to these simulations, the 1st principal com-1763

ponents (PC1) showed no trend. But, when they ap-1764

plied the Mann et al., 1998 version, the 1st principal1765

components tended to have “hockey stick” shapes,1766

even though they had no intrinsic trend.1767

As von Storch & Zorita, 2005 noted[A153], the1768

magnitude of McIntyre & McKitrick’s red noise1769

“hockey sticks” was small compared to the Mann et1770

al., 1998 global temperature estimate. But, McIntyre1771

& McKitrick were not suggesting that this artefact1772

in itself led to the hockey stick shape of the hockey1773

stick study[A154] (although Mann mistakenly seems1774

to have thought they were[B92]). Rather, the signif-1775

icance was that the Mann et al., 1998 version effec-1776

tively “mined” the high density networks for “hockey1777

sticks”. As a result, the 1st principal component for1778

the North American network was excessively domi-1779

the “MBH method” discussed in Section 4.2.

Figure 8: The highest weighted (top panel) and lowest
weighted (bottom panel) series in Mann et al., 1998’s
1400-1450 1st principal component of the North Amer-
ican ITRDB tree ring proxies. Black curves correspond
to 31-year running means. Proxy data taken from the
Supplementary Information to the 2004 corrigendum to
Mann et al., 1998[A91]. Proxy names taken from Cli-
mateAudit.

nated by the problematic Graybill bristlecone/foxtail 1780

strip-bark pines discussed in Section 3.5.1. 1781

Huybers, 2005[A155] agreed that the Mann et al., 1782

1998 version was flawed, and underestimated pre- 1783

20th century temperatures. However, he argued that 1784

McIntyre & McKitrick should have scaled their prox- 1785

ies to unit variance before their analysis, since some of 1786

the proxies showed less variability than others. When 1787

Huybers did this, he obtained an intermediate result 1788

between Mann et al., 1998 and McIntyre & McK- 1789

itrick, 2005a. 1790

McIntyre & McKitrick responded that this was 1791

only really of relevance to accommodate two of the 1792

70 tree rings in the 1400-1450 North American net- 1793

work[A64]. They argued that it also underestimated 1794

the variance of proxies which showed strong trends, 1795

i.e., the strip-bark pines. However, they noted that 1796

when the three different 1st principal components 1797

were plotted to the 1400-1980 mean, instead of the 1798

1902-1980 mean as Huybers had done, both Huybers’ 1799

and McIntyre & McKitrick’s versions were actually 1800

quite similar, while the Mann et al., 1998 version was 1801

a clear outlier. 1802

The effect of the hockey stick study’s non-standard 1803

principal component analysis was most pronounced 1804

in the earliest step (1400-1450). In Mann et al., 1805

1999’s 1000-1400 step, the North American 1st prin- 1806
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cipal component (“PC1” in Figure 7) was also dom-1807

inated by the Graybill strip-bark pines, but this was1808

mainly due to the fact that these were the trees with1809

the longest chronologies in that network.1810

McIntyre & McKitrick noted that, using the stan-1811

dard approach, the strong “hockey stick” shape of the1812

bristlecones were instead relegated to the 4th princi-1813

pal component (PC4). If they then carried out the1814

rest of the Mann et al., 1998 algorithm (i.e., includ-1815

ing the top two principal components), this made the1816

15th century appear comparable to the 20th century,1817

i.e., the “hockey stick” disappeared[A45].1818

Mann and his colleagues attempted to counter this1819

criticism in a few ways, although their arguments1820

seem to have been based on a misunderstanding of1821

the criticism and/or the reasons for using principal1822

component analysis. Mann claimed that the Mann et1823

al., 1998 approach was in fact a well-established form1824

of principal component analysis, which had been rec-1825

ommended by Jolliffe for certain applications[B92].1826

Jolliffe denied this and strongly criticised its use in1827

Mann et al., 1998 when he became aware of this[B93].1828

Mann also claimed on his Real Climate blog that,1829

if they had used the standard approach McIntyre &1830

McKitrick favoured, then the top five principal com-1831

ponents should be used, rather than the top two used1832

with the hockey stick study approach, stating that1833

Mann et al., 1998 had used “Preisendorfer’s Rule1834

N”[B30, B94, B95]. Hence, he argued they could1835

still include the hockey stick shape of the Graybill1836

pines. This argument was later repeated by Ammann1837

& Wahl[A156, A157]. However, McIntyre noted that:1838

• There was no evidence that Mann et al., 19981839

had actually used Preisendorfer’s Rule N[B96].1840

• There were many other selection rules which1841

could have been used[B97]1842

• It was unclear if Preisendorfer’s Rule N was ap-1843

propriate[B98]1844

Wahl & Ammann argued that it was important to1845

include the bristlecone/foxtails, otherwise the hockey1846

stick study failed its verification tests[A157]. But, this1847

had been McIntyre & McKitrick’s essential criticism -1848

if the hockey stick study was supposed to be genuinely1849

representative of northern hemispheric temperatures,1850

then it should not have to rely on a small subset of1851

trees in western U.S.[A44, A45]. This point had also1852

been made earlier by Soon et al., 2003b[A38].1853

Mann et al. argued that Mann et al., 1998’s1854

hockey stick shape could also be obtained without1855

using any principal component analysis[A139, A156, 1856

A157][B30, B94, B95]. However, that was merely be- 1857

cause the entire proxy network was then dominated 1858

by the U.S. tree ring network - the problem the prin- 1859

cipal component analysis was supposed to reduce. In 1860

that case, the hockey stick study was again biased by 1861

the problematic Graybill pines, due to them compris- 1862

ing 20 of the 95 series[B99]. This was easily confirmed 1863

by removing the Graybill pines from the network, 1864

since the 15th century temperatures then appeared 1865

comparable to those of the 20th century[A45]. 1866

Finally, Rutherford et al., 2005[A118] had repeated 1867

the Mann et al., 1998 estimate using a slightly dif- 1868

ferent approach (the “RegEM” method described in 1869

Section 4.2), and obtained a similar result. Mann et 1870

al. claimed that this vindicated the approach of the 1871

original hockey stick study[B30, B94, B95]. However, 1872

Rutherford et al., 2005 had used the same proxy net- 1873

work and principal component analysis as Mann et 1874

al., 19989, so the criticisms still held[B100]. 1875

4.4 Lack of statistical robustness 1876

It is often assumed that the temperature proxies 1877

used for proxy-based temperature estimates are at 1878

least moderately correlated to actual local temper- 1879

ature measurements[A16]. Indeed, most readers 1880

would probably consider this an essential require- 1881

ment. However, McIntyre & McKitrick noted that 1882

many of the proxies used by Mann et al., 1998 were 1883

very poorly correlated to local temperatures[A154]. 1884

Most of the U.S. tree ring proxies they used appeared 1885

to be better correlated to other factors, such as pre- 1886

cipitation or CO2 concentrations[A154]. 1887

Mann et al., 1998 were not overly concerned with 1888

how well individual proxies were correlated to local 1889

temperatures, and in fact several of the Mann et al., 1890

1998 proxy series were actually precipitation weather 1891

records[A10]10. Instead, they believed that their cli- 1892

mate field reconstruction method (“MBH” in Section 1893

4.2) would be able to detect global changes in climate 1894

patterns from their proxies. They pointed out that 1895

changes in local climate could sometimes also reflect 1896

more widespread climate change, via climate telecon- 1897

nections, e.g., El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 1898

variations[A10, A156, A157]. However, they did not 1899

9They also considered the case without any principal com-
ponent analysis as described above.

10Some of the precipitation records were seriously mislo-
cated, e.g., Mann et al., 1998’s “Boston” (U.S.A.) precip-
itation series actually appeared to be the series for Paris
(France)[A42].
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offer a mechanism by which a proxy would be affected1900

by global climate signals, but not by local climate1901

signals, and this assumption seems to be at best un-1902

realistic[B101, B102].1903

With this in mind, McIntyre & McKitrick de-1904

cided to investigate Mann et al., 1998’s claim that1905

their hemispheric reconstruction had a “high level of1906

skill’ back to their earliest step (1400-1450). First,1907

they considered standard statistical variables, such as1908

R2, the correlation coefficient of determination (also1909

known as r2), which varies from 0 (non-correlated) to1910

1(perfectly correlated). They found that the recon-1911

structed temperatures showed a negligible correlation1912

(R2 = 0.02) to instrumental temperatures in the ver-1913

ification period[A44, A45] for that step.1914

It is true that a high R2 value would not in itself in-1915

dicate robustness. For instance, the verification data1916

Mann et al., 1998 used (thermometer-based data for1917

1854-1901) consisted of an almost continuous global1918

warming trend from start to finish. As a result the1919

data was highly “autocorrelated”, i.e., values for an1920

early section of the data are highly correlated to later1921

sections of the data, because the trend was similar1922

(i.e., warming) over the entire period. In such cases,1923

high R2 values often occur spuriously[A158]. Hence,1924

it is important to also consider other statistics. How-1925

ever, a negligible (or even low) R2 value should have1926

been a serious concern[B103].1927

Wahl & Ammann[A156, A157] claimed that the1928

hockey stick study was more concerned with the long-1929

term trends of the estimates being similar to the ver-1930

ification data, than in the annual temperatures be-1931

ing accurate. For this reason, the hockey stick study1932

favoured a different statistic[A118, A139] - the “re-1933

duction of error” (RE, called “β” in Mann et al.,1934

1998).1935

McIntyre & McKitrick were also concerned with1936

the RE results of the hockey stick study. Mann et1937

al., 1998[A10] had arbitrarily decided that a non-1938

zero value of RE indicated statistical significance.1939

Hence, they believed that the RE = 0.51 value of1940

the 1400-1450 step was statistically significant. How-1941

ever, McIntyre & McKitrick, 2005a[A44] found that1942

red noise series (the ones they used in their PC1 sim-1943

ulations - see Section 4.3) which had no intrinsic cli-1944

matic signal actually yielded higher RE values. By1945

assuming that the RE of a genuinely climatic series1946

would have to be higher than 99% of the red noise1947

series, they obtained a benchmark value of statisti-1948

cal significance of RE = 0.59. On that basis, the1949

hockey stick study’s 1400-1450 step was not statisti-1950

cally significant. It also failed other cross-validation 1951

statistical tests. 1952

Huybers, 2005 criticised this benchmarking pro- 1953

cess, by pointing out that McIntyre & McKitrick had 1954

not scaled their red noise simulations to have the 1955

same variance as the calibration/verification data. 1956

When Huybers did this, he calculated a benchmark 1957

of 0.0, i.e., the same as Mann et al., 1998 had as- 1958

sumed[A155]. 1959

McIntyre & McKitrick accepted this criticism, but 1960

noted that they also should have carried out a more 1961

complete emulation of the Mann et al., 1998 recon- 1962

struction in their benchmarking. They had only sim- 1963

ulated one of the proxy series Mann et al., 1998 had 1964

used, i.e., the “PC1” series, while the actual 1400- 1965

1450 step used 22 series. Hence, they increased the 1966

variance of their red noise series by combining them 1967

with another 21 white noise pseudoproxies[B36]. This 1968

yielded a benchmark of RE = 0.54[A64], lower than 1969

their original analysis, but still higher than the 1400- 1970

1450 step. 1971

Wahl & Ammann, 2007[A156, A157] initially 1972

claimed that they had also obtained a benchmark 1973

of 0.0[A156, A157]. However, when they published 1974

their Supplementary Information, it transpired that 1975

they had actually calculated a benchmark of RE = 1976

0.52[B104, B105] - only slightly lower than McIntyre 1977

& McKitrick’s RE = 0.54. Moreover, there were 1978

also statistical problems with Wahl Ammann’s lower 1979

value[B105, B106]. In any case, the more serious issue 1980

was still that it had a negligible R2 statistic, while a 1981

robust estimate should have passed both tests[B105, 1982

B107]. 1983

4.5 Summary of the criticisms of the 1984

hockey stick study 1985

To summarise, although the hockey stick study and 1986

its conclusions had a powerful impact on the scien- 1987

tific community[A40] and general public[B2], a num- 1988

ber of serious flaws have since been found with it. In 1989

particular: 1990

• Its characteristic “hockey stick” description of 1991

millennial temperature changes was highly de- 1992

pendent on the inclusion of a small set of prob- 1993

lematic bristlecone/foxtail pine proxies (Section 1994

3.5.1). 1995

• By using a flawed approach to principal compo- 1996

nent analysis, the influence of these problematic 1997

proxies was dramatically increased (Section 4.3). 1998
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• Attempts to adjust these proxies to account for1999

their non-climatic trends were themselves prob-2000

lematic (Section 4.1).2001

• The dataset used by Mann et al., 1998 was error-2002

ridden and badly organised, reducing the study’s2003

reliability (Section 4.1).2004

• Its reconstruction method substantially underes-2005

timated actual temperature variability, making2006

the “handle” of the “hockey stick” seem unreal-2007

istically flat (Section 4.2).2008

• It failed to pass basic tests of statistical signifi-2009

cance (Section 4.4).2010

Figure 9: Millennial temperature estimates of the
hockey stick study[A11] compared to Mann et al.’s more
recent 2008 “CPS” and “EIV” estimates[A22]. The
Mann et al., 1999 and CPS estimates were rescaled
and smoothed as described in Section 2.3, but the
EIV estimate was only archived up to 1850, so was
rescaled by assuming the estimate would have the same
1850-1935 mean and standard deviation as its calibra-
tion/verification data.

Following the controversy over the hockey stick2011

study, two independent reviews were carried out in2012

the U.S. - one for the National Academy of Sciences2013

(“the NAS Report”)[A123] and one headed by a team2014

of statisticians (“the Wegman Report”)[A124]. The2015

NAS Report partially agreed with some of the con-2016

clusions of the hockey stick study[A123][B108], i.e.,2017

that the Current Warm Period was warmer than the2018

Little Ice Age. It also noted several studies which2019

agreed with the hockey stick study’s conclusion that2020

the Current Warm Period is warmer than the Me-2021

dieval Warm Period. However, both of the reports2022

agreed with much of the criticism of the hockey stick2023

study[A123, A124][B109].2024

The authors of the hockey stick study have been 2025

quite vocal in their insistence that the criticisms of 2026

Mann et al., 1998 and Mann et al., 1999 have all 2027

been countered or shown to be irrelevant[A15, A16, 2028

A99, A118, A129, A131, A133, A137, A139, A141, 2029

A144, A148][B30, B94, B95, B110]. However, their 2030

most recent millennial reconstructions[A22] actually 2031

show considerably more variability and uncertainty 2032

over the millennium than their hockey stick study - see 2033

Figure 9. This suggests that even Mann et al. prob- 2034

ably now agree that the original hockey stick study 2035

was unreliable. Hence, in the next section, we will 2036

discuss the other millennial reconstructions. 2037

5 How did the Medieval Warm 2038

Period compare to the Cur- 2039

rent Warm Period? 2040

Figure 10: The “hockey stick-like” proxy-based tem-
perature estimates for the period 1000-2000, which sug-
gest the Current Warm Period is unusually warm: Jones
et al., 1998[A9]; “MBH99”, i.e., the original hockey
stick study[A11]; Crowley, 2000[A12, A58]; Mann &
Jones, 2003[A15, A16]; Christiansen & Ljungqvist,
2011[A26]; and Shi et al., 2013 (“CPS”)[A28]. All plots
are rescaled and smoothed as described in Section 2.3.

In Figures 10, 11 and 12, all of the millennial proxy- 2041

based temperature estimates discussed in this article 2042

are plotted - rescaled and smoothed following the de- 2043

scription in Section 2.3. One noteworthy difference 2044

between the plots in Figures 10-12 and other presen- 2045

tations of the data, e.g., that in the 2007 IPCC re- 2046

port[A49], is that thermometer-based estimates are 2047

not superimposed over the plots. This is for the rea- 2048

sons discussed in Section 2. 2049

There appear to be three main groups of estimates, 2050

so they have been separately plotted for clarity (Fig- 2051
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Figure 11: The proxy-based temperature estimates
for the period 1000-2000, which suggest the Cur-
rent Warm Period is warmer than the Medieval Warm
Period: D’Arrigo et al., 2006[A18]; Juckes et al.,
2007[A20]; Hegerl et al., 2007[A19]; Mann et al., 2008
(“CPS” northern hemisphere estimate)[A22]; Chris-
tiansen & Ljungqvist, 2012[A27]; and Shi et al.,
2013 (“PC10+AR2”)[A28]. All plots are rescaled and
smoothed as described in Section 2.3.

ures 10-12).2052

The first group comprise those suggesting a2053

“hockey stick”-type description of the last millen-2054

nium[A9, A11, A12, A15, A16, A26, A28, A58] (Fig-2055

ure 10). These estimates suggest that the recent2056

global warming of the Current Warm Period is highly2057

unusual in the context of the last millennium.2058

None of the other estimates are quite as dramatic,2059

however. They all suggest that there was a substan-2060

tial Medieval Warm Period about a thousand years2061

ago. Several of them suggest that the Current Warm2062

Period is warmer[A18–A20, A22, A27, A28] (Figure2063

11).2064

You might argue that Figure 11 supports the ar-2065

gument that at least some of the recent warming is2066

“unusual”, however we do not see how you can claim2067

that one of two warm periods is “unusual” and the2068

other is “usual”, merely because one is warmer than2069

the other. Indeed, some of the estimates which cover2070

more than the thousand years shown in Figures 10,2071

11 and 12, also suggest earlier warm periods, such2072

as the so-called “Roman Warm Period” around two2073

thousand years ago[A24].2074

The Mann et al., 2008[A22] estimates came under2075

particular criticism, as they had specifically claimed2076

their estimates were robust to the exclusion of prob-2077

lematic proxy series or the use of different reconstruc-2078

tion methods, but this claim later transpired to be2079

wholly inaccurate - see Section 3.5.3. In addition,2080

their estimates appeared to be strongly affected by2081

Figure 12: The proxy-based temperature estimates
for the period 1000-2000, which suggest the Me-
dieval Warm Period was similar to or warmer than
the Current Warm Period: Briffa, 2000[A13]; Esper
et al., 2002[A14]; Moberg et al., 2005[A17]; Loehle,
2007[A21, A62]; Ljungqvist, 2010a[A24]; McShane &
Wyner, 2011[A25]; and Shi et al., 2013 (“EIV”)[A28].
All plots are rescaled and smoothed as described in Sec-
tion 2.3.

the over-fitting problem[A54][B10, B11] - see Figure 2082

S10 of Ref. [B13]. 2083

In 2011, two statisticians with no prior expe- 2084

rience in palaeoclimate, McShane & Wyner, con- 2085

structed their own estimates using Mann et al., 2008’s 2086

dataset[A25]. Their analysis suggested that the wide 2087

variability of the proxy data (Section 3.4) meant that 2088

the necessary error bars were too great to definitively 2089

resolve the question of whether the Current Warm 2090

Period was warmer, colder or similar to the Medieval 2091

Warm Period. However, both periods did appear to 2092

be warmer than the Little Ice Age, and the mean 2093

values of their estimate suggested that the Medieval 2094

Warm Period was the warmer of the two. 2095

The McShane & Wyner, 2011 study was published 2096

in a statistical journal as a discussion essay, and re- 2097

sponses were sought from both statisticians and cli- 2098

mate scientists (see links in Ref. [A25]). It also gen- 2099

erated considerable discussion on various blogs (e.g., 2100

see Refs. [B111–B115] for some of the more consid- 2101

ered discussion). There was a general impression that 2102

their analysis was weakened by a number of mistakes, 2103

misunderstandings and errors which could have been 2104

averted if they had collaborated with palaeoclima- 2105

tologists. But, it was still considered useful, and 2106

there was considerable agreement with McShane & 2107

Wyner’s recommendation that palaeoclimatologists 2108

should seek more advice from statisticians for future 2109

studies. 2110

We included McShane & Wyner, 2011’s estimate 2111
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in the third group of estimates[A13, A14, A17, A21,2112

A24, A25, A28, A61, A62] which suggest that the Me-2113

dieval Warm Period was comparable to, if not warmer2114

than, the Current Warm Period (Figure 12).2115

Surprisingly, these estimates are often taken to im-2116

ply the opposite conclusion[A49, A55]. This seems2117

to happen when researchers incorrectly compare the2118

proxy-based Medieval Warm Period estimates to the2119

thermometer-based estimates for the Current Warm2120

Period, rather than to the proxy-based Current2121

Warm Period. As discussed in Section 2, this is in-2122

appropriate, and Ljungqvist[A24] urged caution over2123

such comparisons.2124

Mann & Hughes were critical of the Esper et al.,2125

2002 estimate, as it disagreed with their hockey stick2126

study and the other “hockey stick-like” estimates of2127

Figure 10, leading to some debate[A159]. Esper et2128

al. have been concerned about the robustness of the2129

early part of their estimate, as it was based on a2130

smaller sample of trees, so they have since revisited2131

the study twice[A59, A60]. Each time, their reanaly-2132

sis has slightly lowered their estimates of the warmth2133

during the Medieval Warm Period. Hence, Frank et2134

al., 2007[A60] now suggests that the Current Warm2135

Period is a bit warmer than the Medieval Warm Pe-2136

riod.2137

From pseudoproxy analysis, Mann et al.,2138

2005[A133] suggested that Moberg et al., 2005[A17]2139

was less reliable than the hockey stick study[A11].2140

However, other pseudoproxy analyses have suggested2141

the opposite[A105, A132].2142

It is worth noting that each of the three Shi et2143

al., 2013 estimates fits into a different one of our2144

three groups, i.e., the “CPS” estimate is in Figure2145

10; the “PC10+AR2” estimate is in Figure 11; and2146

the “EIV” estimate is in Figure 12. All three of these2147

estimates used the same proxy dataset, but different2148

reconstruction methods. This suggests that at least2149

some of the differences between the various estimates2150

are purely statistical in nature.2151

While there is a remarkable consistency between2152

most of the estimates on the timing (and to a lesser2153

extent, the magnitude) of the two warm periods,2154

there is less agreement on the intervening periods.2155

For instance, some estimates, e.g., Briffa, 2000[A13];2156

Mann et al., 2008[A22]; Moberg et al., 2005[A17] sug-2157

gest there was a (possibly brief) warm period around2158

1400 A.D., but this is not as pronounced in other es-2159

timates. On the other hand, some estimates place the2160

Little Ice Age at its coldest around 1600 A.D., while2161

the “hockey stick” estimates (Figure 10) suggest a2162

more recent trough. This has significance for those 2163

arguing the apparent recovery from the Little Ice Age 2164

was due to increases in atmospheric CO2 since the In- 2165

dustrial Revolution. If the “recovery”[A36] started in 2166

the 1600s, then that would have pre-dated the Indus- 2167

trial Revolution by a few centuries. 2168

6 Conclusions 2169

In recent decades, there has been considerable inter- 2170

est[A5–A31] in statistically combining different tem- 2171

perature proxies (e.g., tree rings, ice cores, lake sedi- 2172

ments) together to construct large-scale estimates of 2173

global (or at least hemispheric) temperature changes 2174

over the last millennium or so. 2175

All 19 of the millennial proxy-based temperature 2176

estimates discussed in this review (Table 1) have iden- 2177

tified at least three climatically distinct periods: two 2178

relatively warm periods - the “Current Warm Period” 2179

(c. 1900 AD on) and the “Medieval Warm Period” 2180

(c. 800-1200 AD), and a relatively cool period - the 2181

“Little Ice Age” (c.1500-1850 AD). Disagreement be- 2182

tween estimates appears to be mainly limited to es- 2183

tablishing exactly how much temperatures have dif- 2184

fered between each of the periods (Section 5). 2185

This might offer cause for optimism that we are 2186

close to reaching a reasonable understanding of tem- 2187

perature changes of the last millennium. However, 2188

unfortunately, much of the apparent agreement be- 2189

tween estimates may be due to the substantial over- 2190

lap in the proxy series used by the estimates (Section 2191

3.5). 2192

More worryingly, there seem to be a number of 2193

paradigms already accepted by many in the palaeo- 2194

climate community. Bradley & Jones, 1992[A92] 2195

and Hughes & Diaz, 1994[A94] warned of two such 2196

paradigms and their danger - the common belief that 2197

palaeoclimatologists should expect to find a “Little 2198

Ice Age”[A92] and “Medieval Warm Period”[A94] in 2199

their data. A third paradigm seems to have arisen 2200

in recent decades - that researchers should expect to 2201

find unusual recent warming due to man-made global 2202

warming. 2203

This is not to imply that any of these paradigms 2204

are necessarily wrong - they may well be valid. How- 2205

ever, if a researcher is expecting to find a particu- 2206

lar result, it is quite possible that they will (in good 2207

faith) eventually “find” it, regardless of whether it 2208

actually occurred or not. This is why Konrad Lorenz 2209

(1903-1989) humorously suggested that: “It is a good 2210

morning exercise for a research scientist to discard 2211
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a pet hypothesis every day before breakfast. It keeps2212

him young.”2213

Simmons et al., 2011[A93] have illustrated, by pre-2214

senting the results of an intentionally nonsensical2215

study, how confirmation bias can easily lead unwary2216

researchers to reach false conclusions. As funding is2217

rarely prioritised for attempting to reproduce earlier2218

studies, these conclusions may then become embed-2219

ded in the scientific literature.2220

We see enough contradictions in the current palaeo-2221

climate data to suggest that the current paradigms2222

should be treated cautiously, at the very least.2223

On the Little Ice Age paradigm: Since Bradley2224

& Jones, 1993[A7], there seems to have been a general2225

consensus that there was a period of several centuries2226

before the Current Warm Period that was particu-2227

larly cold. It has even been suggested that current2228

estimates are underestimating this coldness[A24].2229

However, the existence of the “convergence prob-2230

lem” (Section 2.5) suggests that if there was a Little2231

Ice Age, it might not have been that long or cold af-2232

ter all. In other words, the uncertainties over exactly2233

how long and cold it was[A35] remain.2234

On the Medieval Warm Period paradigm:2235

There is considerable inconsistency in the estimates2236

of the “Medieval Warm Period” (in terms of time and2237

extent) between different proxy series, even for the2238

same area (Section 3.4). Unless the reasons for these2239

differences can be satisfactorily resolved, and it can2240

be established which series (if any) are most reliable,2241

considerable uncertainties will remain.2242

On the unusual recent global warming2243

paradigm: Much of the “unusual” 20th century2244

temperatures implied by several proxy-based esti-2245

mates seems to depend on the inclusion of par-2246

ticularly controversial proxy series, i.e., the Yamal2247

chronology or bristlecone/foxtail series (Section 3.5).2248

If such trends are genuinely climatic then they should2249

not be dependent on the inclusion of particular series.2250

In addition, most proxy-based estimates do not2251

show the strong global warming of recent decades sug-2252

gested by the thermometer-based estimates (Section2253

2.4). This suggests that either there are problems2254

with the thermometer-based estimates (something we2255

discuss elsewhere[B6–B9]), or the proxy-based esti-2256

mates are unable to detect recent warming, in which2257

case it is plausible that they might have also missed2258

earlier warm periods.2259

However, there are also other significant contra-2260

dictions between estimates, which need to be inves-2261

tigated. In Section 5, we saw that some estimates2262

suggest temperatures in the 15th century may have 2263

been relatively warm, or at least mild. But this is not 2264

shown in other estimates. This suggests an ambigu- 2265

ity. Indeed, McIntyre & McKitrick noted[A45] that 2266

the hockey stick study’s conclusion that 15th century 2267

temperatures were colder than the 20th century could 2268

be reversed with relatively minor and reasonable al- 2269

terations to the study (Sections 4.1 and 4.3). 2270

We should recognise that estimating climatic con- 2271

ditions of the last millennium or so, is a very chal- 2272

lenging research problem. Many of the assumptions 2273

which have been commonly made for such studies 2274

have been inadequately justified and there are signif- 2275

icant discrepancies between thermometer-based tem- 2276

perature estimates and the proxy-based estimates 2277

(Section 2.1). Serious problems and inconsistencies 2278

exist with many of the individual proxy series used 2279

(Section 3). Finally, pseudoproxy analyses reveal 2280

that none of the current reconstruction methods are 2281

perfect, although they do at least offer us a useful 2282

way to assess reconstruction methods (Section 4.2). 2283

These uncertainties might initially seem intimidat- 2284

ing, and lead researchers to take premature short-cuts 2285

and assumptions, in the hopes of getting a quick an- 2286

swer. But, the scientific community should embrace 2287

these uncertainties, rather than trying to brush them 2288

aside: “If a man will begin with certainties, he shall 2289

end in doubts: but if he will be content to begin with 2290

doubts, he shall end in certainties” - Francis Bacon, 2291

Sr. (1561-1626) 2292
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